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Recommended Agricultural Production Program for Utah for 1948
Continued High Production Levels of Mo t Crops with Increases in Barley, Winter
Wheat, Corn for Silage, Sugar Beet , Truck Crops for Processing, Dairy Cows,
Sheep and Chickens Advised
By W. P. THOMAS and GEORGE T. BLANCH

HE national and the world food adju tments from a war to a po twar sirable to inten ify crop and live tock
ituation warrants increased agri, economy will be n cessary. However. programs as much as possible.
During the period 1941 to 1946,
cultural pr duction in Utah for 1948. for the immediate future, there is a
demand for food and fib r which war' Utah's population increased 86,000,
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and international d mand for
itation of European and Asiagricultural products; and the During the period 1920-1934 prices and precipitation were not favor- atic countries by the United
adju tm nt that may be nec' able for agricultural production in Utah. During war and postwar State will aid in maintainin
periods agricultural production increa ed to an all-time high or
es ary to meet changing eco' about
25 percent above prewar level. Precipitation and prices have industrial employment in the
nomic c ndition in the future . both been favorable for agricultural production during these years United
tates and provide
It wa fully reco nized that
funds for f r ign countrie to
Utah is characteriz.ed by a relatively purcha e a ricultural products from thi
Dr. W. Pre Lon Thomas i head of the De- small amount of good cropland in relaountry.
partment of Agri ultural Economics and Dr.
tion to the am unt of gr z.ing land and
The propos d aO'ricultural program
eorge T. Blanch i re earch profe or in the
to th amount of farm labor. Th crop- for Utah for 194 calls for an increase in
. ame department. Both the e men have been
member 0/ the committee formulating proland is divided into r latively mall grain production (table 1) in barley and
duccion goal for the late since the program
farms, which make it economically de'
tVa fir t sl arted.
(Continued on page 21)
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Re earch taff in Home Economic consult on problem connected with the expanded program. Left, Dr. Ethelyn O. Greave, dean of
the School of Home Economi ; center, Marie Soren n, who is working on rural hou ing, and right, Dr. Ethelwyn B. Wilcox in charge of
nutrition re earch. Dr. Greave ha been dean for the pa t two years. She came to Utah State from the University of Utah where she wa
head of the Department of Home Economic for a hort time. Before that she headed the Farm Security Administration in Utah. She is the
wife of Dr. J. E. Greaves, formerly head of the Bacteriology Department and now emeritus profe $Or. They are joint author of a general bacteriology text. Mi Sorensen ha ju t returned from graduate study at Columbia University and joined the staff in September. She is a native of
Idaho and graduate of Utah State. Dr. Wilcox has been a member of the Station taff since 1943. She received both her undergraduate and
graduate training at Iowa State College and is a native Iowan

Research in Home Economics Expands
ME economics research i being
given an impetus by the allocation of funds under the Agricultural
Re arch and Marketing Act. Research work in nutrition will be expanded to include a project on "Nutritional statu of p pulation groups" in
the eleven we tern states. This proj ct
is in co peration with the United States
Public HaIth ervice and the Bureau
f Human Nutrition and Home Ec nomi . A m bile unit, com posed f a
public health officer from the U. S.
Public Health
rvice, a public health
nur ,a denti t, a bacteriologi t, a nutritionist, and laboratory a i tants, in
cooperati n with the tate agencies will
make the field urveys of the populati n
group elect d. This mobile unit will
tart working in r gon soon after January 1, 194. It is expected that all
eleven western states will be surveyed
within a peri d of two years. If nutritional deficien ies are found within
the p pulation, their caus will be investigated. Environmental factors, such

H
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as th oil and the nutritive value of the
food raised on the soil, and food habit
will al 0 be studied.
The effect of diets which contain
high or low amounts of calcium and/or
pho phoru on the biological a vailability of carotene is another project which
will
n be tar ted .
Research studies on the nutritive
value of Utah-grown fruits and egetables a well as lamb are in progre s in
the Food and Nutrition Department
of the Utah Station. This work is under
the direction of Dr. Ethelwyn B. Wilcox. The different varieties of freezing
and canning peas have be n analyzed
for their vitamin content and the canned
or frozen samples scored for quality.
The effect of different fertiliz r treatment on the vitamin content of pea
has also been studied. imilar studi s
in cooperation with the Vegetable
Crop Department were made on different varieties of sweet corn. Re ults of
these experiments will be used in the

lection of the b t vanetle adapted
to this climate and altitude.
Lambs obtained from the xperimental herds at Cedar City are being used
in a study of the vitamin content of the
raw, pan broiled, frozen, and stored
froz n cho . The raw and cooked stew
meat as well as the raw meat of the leg
and houlder are being tested for their
vitamin content.
In addition to the nutritional reearch work, a new project on the improvement of "Rural hou ing in Utah,"
which i a part of a regional and national project, has been outlined with
Marie oren en as project leader. There
are five we tern tates participating in
this r gi nal project: Utah, Colorado
Washington, Oregon, and California.
The objective of the project are: (1)
to collect and analyze basic information
concerning rural families and their environmental condition that are required
in the de elopm nt of house pla'n
uited to the areas studied, (2) to estab(Continued on page 20)
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Disease Problems in the Production of Tomato Plants ill: the Moapa Valley
Disease Free -Plants Essential to Successful Commercial Tomato Production
By H. LORAN BLOOD

T

HE Moapa Valley in southern N evada is becoming a center for the
production of tomato plants which are
shipped to Utah, Colorado, and other
western and midwestern states which
produce tomatoes on a commercial scale.
Because of the mild winters this section
of N evada is especially adapted to the
growing of tomato plants. The increasing importance of this industry in the
M oapa V alley and the desirability of
healthy tomato plants as a necessary
part of successful commercial production
has led to an informal cooperation between federal and state researchers in
tomato crop production, in tomato pests
and diseases, and in soils and fertilizers
at the Utah Agricultural Experiment
Station and the Moapa county agent
to investigate the factors essential to
healthy tomato plant production.
One of the most important factors in
the production of high qaulity, vigorous
tomato plants for the commercial trade
is disease . Plants must be grown under
conditions that will a sure freedom from
disease if they are to survive the shock
of transplanting and produce vigorous
high-yielding vines.
Seedlings that appear weak and sickly
at the time they are harvested or transDr. H. Loran Blood, plant pathologist, U. .
Bureau 0/ Plant l ndu try, oils and Agricultural Engineering, has cooperated with the
Utah tat ion for orne time on the breeding
0/ tomato varieties re i tant to curly top and
verticillium wilt.

planted are usually discarded. On the
other hand, seedlings that appear h ealthy
and vigorous still may be struggling
with an initial infection of some type,
or carrying disease in a stage of incubation. Or, even though not directly infected, they may carry the germs of
disease on their roots, stems, or leaves.
These germs readily enter the plant
through injuries occurring in harvesting
and transplanting and become established while the plants are in a weakened condition.
Plants, whether obviously diseased
carrying disease in a state of incubation.
or harboring disease-producing germs
are equally dangerous for shipment and
a risk to both the plant producer and the
commercial grower. The most desirable
plants come from fields in which no
seedlings in any of these conditions may
be found.
The presence of an obviously
diseased plant,
even though it
can be discarded
in the plant-pulling process, is an
indication th at
other plants are
probably infected with the same
same disease in a
state of incubation which will
develop and become destructive

after the plants are set into the field.
When infected seedlings are found, portions of or even entire plant fields, depending upon the nature of the disease
and the extent of the infection, have to
be condemned as unfit to be harvested.
Such action will, in a measure protect
the commercial producer, but it puts a
heavy burden upon the plant grower
who loses his crop and work for the year.
Plants appearing healthy, but harboring dis ase in a state of incubation, and
those that come from fields where the
conditions of growth favor contamination by di ease-producing organisms are
dangerous to use. R egardless of whether
they die or begin to grow following
transplanting, they become sources of
infection, either through their contact
with healthy lants during the harvesting and transplanting procedure or
through the avenues of disease transmission in cultivated fields. They are

Upper right: Canners inspecting tomato field in the middle of April.
Lower left: Crew harvesting celery in early May. Lower right:
Harvesting tomato plants in early May. Logandale, Nevada
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capable of spreading infection to large
num ers of neighboring plant, and in
that way cause seriou loss to the com'
mercial rower.
Sources of Di ea e Infection

A clean field, which is the only kind
of field that should b used for se dling
production, may become contaminated
with dis ase,producing organisms from
a numb r of sources, probably the most
important of which i the use of infested
ther source of contamination
eed.
hould not be ignored, however. Among
these are the rowing of commercial
crops from diseased plants durin the
ummer and unsanitary cultural opera'
tion . Such operations a the tran fer of
cultivatin implem nts from an infested
to a clean field without proper cleaning,
or the use of run-off water for irri ation
purposes from an adjoining infested
field may al 0 be mention d. The fi ld
of a neighbor who has carele s and un'
anitary m thods may be the source of
fun u spores or oth r infectiv materials transf rred to nearby clean fields by
wind current or waste water used for
irri ation.
Nevada Climate Favors Production of
Disease-Free Seedlings

Nevada has an arid climate that is unfavorable for th prolonged survival of
mo t tomato plant pathog ns. Conse'
qu ntly, di ea ,free, vigorou tomato
edling can be produced with much
les effort than in more humid climates.
M o t of the pathog ns cau ing leaf
pots bacterial fruit pot, and fruit and
stem rot that are common in the Middle
W est and East d not thrive under
Nevada conditions. For this reason
comm rial grower from th Middl
West and th Ea t can obtain plant
4

from th arid W t with the a urance
that they will be free of mo t of the
troublesome diseases that have their
origin in more humid seedbeds.
There are a few seed, and soil-borne
diseas s, however, that are potentially
dangerous and should be taken into
onsiderati n in the developm nt of a
cultural program for the M oapa Valley.
There are also many virus di ea e that
are not 0 sensitive to climate. The e
di eas
thrive in the arid West and
constitute perhaps the mo t serious
threat to the development of a western
•
tomato edling industry.
Seed and Soil Borne Di ea es

Of s veral bacterial diseases of the
tomato, the one most likely to cau e
trouble i bacterial canker. The cau al
organism of this di ase (Corynebacterium michiganennes) is disseminated on
and within the seed. After it i once introduced into eedbed or field soils it
persists for at least two years. But if the
oil is summer fallowed following the
produ tion of the diseased crop the
amount of disease that sur ive in the
soil and is pick d up by th seedlin
during the followin year probably will
not be r at enough to cau e much concern. The mo t eriou danger from this
disease comes from planting infected
eed. Crop failures have resulted in
comm rcial fields planted with Moa a
Valley plants rown from uch eed.
The extent of th damag that may
occur in comm rcial fields from canker
depends upon the percentage of inf cted
ed and such factors a the characteri tic of the eedbed oil the cultural
processe u ed in the production of th
seed lin , the amount of maulin th
plant under 0 during har estin , shipping, and transplanting and the characteri tics of the oil into which they
are planted. Sufficient inv stigations
have not been conducted, how v r to
evaluate all the factors and brin th m
under contr 1. Neverthele , to av id
troubl it i important that only clean
eed be planted. If the di ease ha
been introduced into the field, tomatoes
hould not be grown for at least two
years in ord r to allow time for the
pathogen to die.
If fusarium and v rticillium wilt'pro'
ducing organi ms become e tablished in
M oapa soil they will be erious menaces to the tomato industry. There i
som indication that under certain con'
dition, the fungi cau in these wilt
disea s may be carri d on the s d. In

this mann r they ouid, and perhaps
have been, introduced into the valley
soils. Plants imported from California
for the early summer market crop may
also introduce the fungi. While the rela,
tively short period required to grow any
one crop f seedlings may not give suffi,
cient time for the fun i to become firmly
tabli hed, if s edling production is repeated year after year without a rota'
tion system, the fungi could build up
in the soil to the extent that the production of healthy seedlings of u ceptible
varieties would become im po sible.
The practice of growin tomatoes for
market could a ravate the wilt disease
ituation. A crop of commercial tomato s grown through the hot summer
months is much more effective in establishin the wilt'producing organisms in
the soils than a crop of seedlings. The
high summer temperatures, however,
favor establishment of the fusarium
wilt pathogen, while the temperatures
that prevail during the seedlin production period favor the establishment of
th verticillium wilt organism. Persistent cultivation of seedlin in the same
field and production of a summer market
crop on soils intended for seedling pro'
duction lat rare unde irable and dan'
gerous practices.
The production of a ummer market
crop of tomatoes has other dangers to
the s edling indu try. It has b en th
practice rather than th exc ption, to
allow the tomato fields to grow up with
we ds after the harv sting sea on. The
hot, rather humid condition that develops over the urface of th oil in an
abandoned field in the valley, when
ver-grown with weeds and rass, i
favorabl for the development of Ie ion
of early blight. The fruit and vines remaining in the e field frequently have
be n obs rved laden with the early
blight organism. Und r favorable condition such re erv irs of fun u material ould survive th mild, more
humid winter months and scrv as
s urces of inoculum for the sprin
edling crop. While the presence of such
inoculum would be of no importance to
plants grown for the commercial crop
in the arid West, it could be very seriou
n plants hipped to a t rn rowers.
Viru Di ea e

Viru di ea es con titute the mo t
erious threat to tomato plant produc'
tion in Mapa. Two types of virus
di ea
are of concern, namely the
(Continued on page 19)
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New Grass-Legume Pasture Mixtures Are High Producers
Smooth Brome, Orchard, Tall Fescue, Reed Canary, Red Clover, Ladino Clover, and
Alfalfa High Producing Species; Kentucky Blue, Meadow Fescue, Perennial Rye,
Meadow Foxtail, Strawberry Clover, Common White Clover Relatively Unproductive
By

WESLEY

COMPREHENSIVE study of
pa ture mixtur s for dairy cattle
on fertile, well drained, irrigated land,
and under rotati n grazing has revealed
the r latively low production of the
tandard mixtur planted quite generally
over the tat. (S e Farm and H ome
ci nce for November 1945 and M arch
1947.) Throughout the cour e of the
tudy, begun in 194 mixtures in which
ertain p cies were well represented
ther pe,
r gularly gav high yi ld.
ci ,if abundant were regularly a 0'
ciat d with ignificantly lower yield .
U nd r the c nditions of th
inv tiga,
tion it ha be n pos ible t classify
smooth br me, orchard, tall fescue, r d
canary, red clover, ladino clover, and
alfalfa as r lativ ly hi h producing p ,
ci s, while Kentucky blue, meadow
f cue, perennial rye, meadow foxtail,
trawberry clover, and any of everal
ource of common whit clover have
Tall
pr
d relatively unproducti

A

This is the third report on the experimental
work which is howing that certain combinations of gras es and legumes under rotation
arazing produce significantly more forage than
older widely recommended mixture. Dr. Wesley Keller is agronomist with the U. . Bureau
of Plant lndu try, oils and Agricultural Engineering in charge of gras breeding and pasture studie at the Utah tation. George Q.
Bateman i re earch as ociate profe sor of
dairy hu bandry in charge of the dairy experimental farm where the pasture re earch
is being conducted, and until January 1 1947
ar~ agent of the Bureau of Dairy lndu try.
J. Elmo Pa ker i re earch as i tant in dair
hu bandry.

KELLER, GEORGE Q.
and J. ELMO PACKER

BATEMAN

In a tudy begun in 1943 (experiment
A) mixture 22 containing an abundance
SUGGESTIONS FOR
of tall fescue, has yielded significantly
ESTABLISHING A PASTURE
more during 4 year than any of the 35
ON IRRIGATED LAND
other combinations. This mixture rated
1. Obtain only high quality eed. OIJly
only moderate to low in palatability
certified ladino clover is sure to be
ladino. It costs more but is worth it.
and was neither agerly grazed nor fully
2. Plant early in the spring on a firm,
utilized by the dairy herd. One of the
well prepared and well fertilized
objectives,
therefore, when experiment
eedbed.
D was planned, was to replace tall fescue
3. Use a cereal nur e crop, preferably
barley, to control weeds. Plant not
with some species which would main'
to exceed 50 pounds per acre.
tain yield and at the arne time improve
4. Place the pasture seed in the upper
palatability.
half inch of soil. Generally a cultiExperiment D contains 32 mixtures in
packer will help to firm the oil after
eeding. Remember that a too 100 e
plots 22.5 feet square, each replicated 12
eedbed is the most common cau e
times. The field was planted April 18,
of poor pasture stands.
1946, under ideal conditions. Barley
5. Irrigate at regular interval while the
nurse crop is growing, and again as
was uniformly drilled as a nurse crop at
oon as it is removed. Irrigate to
the rate of approximately one bushel
meet the requirements of the pasper acre. The pasture mixtures were
ture mixture rather than the nurse
crop.
then broadcast by hand, after which
the field was culti'packed. The follow,
ing month was very dry, and the pasture
oatgra ,whieh could not be cla ified in seed lay dormant in the urface soil.
the plantings of 1943 (owing to unsati ' H owev r, the barley which was eeded
factory tands ) gave xcellent stands in into moi ture, germinated promptly and
a 1946 planting and is clearly among the made it cu tomary rapid development.
high producer. The position of alsike In mid,M ay the entire field was given
clover and timothy i still uncertain.
a careful but thorough irrigation, and
Under the conditions of this study all _this was followed by several rainy days.
the high producing species have satis, Subsequent irrigations were applied as
factory palatability except tall fescue, d med necessary. Good germination
one of the most productive grasses. R e, and establishment of nearly every spe,
cent experience has shown that if th
ie re ulted. The field was grazed 4
proportion of tall fescue in the mixture
(Continued on page 16)
is reduced sufficiently to make the over'
all palatability acc ptable, it make no
ignificant contribution to the total yield.

Many farmers in the fertile irrigated mountain valleys of the
We t have built their enterprise around a herd of dairy cattle.
A large percentage of the cultivated land is used for pastures.
In order to elevate pastures from the poorest land on the farm to
their true place with other crop on the best land, high producing mixtures must be intelligently managed

Disease Threatens Celery Industry in Utah
If Utah Celery Is to Maintain Its Reputation for High
Quality Disease Control Measures Must Be Adopted
By E. L. W ALDEE

T

HE celery industry of Utah, though
small in acreage and limited to a
few highly specialized areas, is of con'"
iderable importance to the state. The
quality of the crop ranks high in the
leading markets of the country. The
reputation of Utah celery is well estab,
lished so as to assure a steady demand
from year to year. But celery is beset
by a number of destructive diseases as
well as by insect pests. These diseases
not only reduce yields, but frequently
result in the rejection of the product by
the market becau e of grade defects or
spoilage. If neglected, severe epidemics
of these diseases can permenently eli,
minate the celery producing areas of
Utah from profitable markets. To sta,
bilize costs of production and standards
of quality, it is essential to do something
about the wastage caused by disease.
The Utah Agricultural Experiment
Station in cooperation with the U. S.
Department of Agriculture began an in,
tensive research project in 1947 to de'
termine the causes and control of disease
and insect losses in celery. Plant
Dr. E. L. Waldee, as ociate pro/es or 0/ plant
pathology, i working with entomologi t 0/ the
U. . Bureau 0/ Entomology and Plant Quar·
antine in an intensive tudy 0/ celery di ease
and insect pests in Utah. This is a new pro·
ject financed in part by funds provided
through the new Agricultural Re earch and
Marketing Act.

Table 1. Estimated losses from celery
diseases in Utah in 1947
Loss in
Disease
percent
Western celery mosaic ...................... 8.0
Septoria (late) blight ........................ 4.0
Blackheart .......................................... 1.0
Root rot .............................................. 0.5
Yellows (viru ) .................................. 0.6
Yellow spot (virus) ............................
.3
Calico .................................................. 0.1
Others* .............................................. 0.5

Total ............... ........................... 15 .0
*Include variou unidentified di ea e which
re ulted in throw,out .

pathologists and entomologists are co'"
operating closely in these studies. This
paper is a preliminary report of the first
season's observations. The findings here . .
in reported are offered only as a tenta . .
tive guide to growers for combatting
the most serious diseases of celery.
Much remains to be learned concerning
the critical points in the developmental
cycle of these diseases. This will re'
quire much detailed experimental work,
not only in the field but in the labora,
tory as well. This work is in progress.
Celery Disease Losses in Utah in 1947

In recent years disease has become an
increasingly important factor in celery
production in Utah. In 1947 western
celery mosaic, late blight, blackheart,
western yellows, yellow spot, and calico
were observed in the celery fields of the
state. Western celery mosaic and late

Fig. 1. Inspection of field-grown celery plants produced under conditions insuring maximum
freedom from western celery mosaic and Septoria late blight infection
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blight caused serious damage. The esti,
mated disease losses in 1947 are sum'
marized in table 1. A ssuming these
estimates to be reasonably accurate, this
means a cash loss of nearly $250,000.
If this is true, the potential income from
Utah's 1947 celery crop was reduced
by about $200 or $300 per acre by
disease. Diseases frequently become a
limiting factor, resulting in material
financial losses to growers.
Western Celery Mosaic

Western celery mosaic was the most
serious disease of celery in 1947. This
disease has been observed in the state
for more than 20 years, but it was not
until 193 that it was positively identi,
fied as the same mosaic disease reported
from California. Western celery mosaic
is readily recognized in the field by the
dull, gray,green, waxy appearance of in'
fected plants instead of the rich green
luster characteristic of healthy plants.
The first symptoms usually appear in
the heart leaves which tend to become
stunted and not marketable unless spe,
cial means are taken to force heart
growth. But even though the hearts of
mosaic,infected celery are sufficiently
developed to make a satisfactory pack,
the infection imparts a distinctive un'
pleasant acrid flavor to the celery and
tends to render the stalks stringy with
a noticeable lack of crispness. The leaf,
lets of the heart leaves become dis,
torted, twisted, and cupped, and more
or less distinct mottling becomes appar'
ent on leaves (fig. 2). This mottling
becomes more distinct with age. In
severe cases infected plants may assume
a rosette habit of growth.
W estern celery mosaic rna y affect
only a few plants in a field, but if
mosaic is present at all, usually large
areas will show symptoms. The dis,
ease may spread from one or more sides
of the field, but frequently mosaic spots
will appear scattered throughout the
field.
The cause of western celery mosaic
is an aphid,disseminated virus, that is, a
specific, submicroscopic, easily . . trans'
mitted, disease' producing agent, the ex,
act nature of which is unknown. No
one has ever seen a virus, even under
the most powerful microscope, but
Farm and Horne Science

cientists have discovered several im,
portant facts con erning it by elaborate
experimental methods. Recently with
the aid of the electron microscope
scientists have been able to observe elec,
tronic shadow of virus particl s which
suggest that viruse may be some new
kind of chemical substance capable of
multiplying inside living cell and dis,
rupting normal growth. Viruses are us'
ually carried from diseased to healthy
plants by sucking insects ( such as aphids
and leafhoppers).
The western celery mosaic virus is
known to attack only celery and carrots
in the field. Many species of aphids have
proved capable of carrying the virus
from disea ed to healthy plants. Ap'
parently the virus does not live over
winter inside the bodies of aphid . This
mean that the principal means of over'
wintering of the western celery mosaic
virus must be in living celery or carrot
plants. It is believed that aphids, breed,
ing prolifically in weeds surrounding cel,
ery fields in early spring, feed first on
diseased overwintered celery or carrot
plants where they pick up the virus and
then move to celery plants in newly
planted fields, carrying the virus with
them as they migrate from plant to
plant. Several weeks later the symp'
toms of mosaic appear, often long after
the aphids have disappeared.
b erva'
tions of plant pathologists and ento,
mologists and many celery growers in
1947 have provided strong evidence
indicating that the outbreaks of western
mosaic in Utah originated from: (1)
disea ed celery plants or root that lived
over winter in the fields, (2) pitted cel,
ery containing diseased talks that was
not marketed until after the new crop
was planted, or (3) mosaic,infected
plants that were held over for eed.
There is no reason to believe that the
for December 1947

Fig. 2 (upper left) Western celery mosaic.
Note distorted, twisted cupped and mottled
appearance of infected leaflets compared
with that of healthy plant in upper left
corner. (Upper right) Septoria leaf spot
or late blight of celery. Note dead
spots on leaflets, the centers of which
show many tiny black specks. These specks
are the openings of the fruiting bodies of
the blight fungus. (Lower right) Septoria
blight fungus. (A) Seeds of celery showing fruiting bodies of the fungus imbedded
in seed coat. (B) Cross-section of fruiting
body bearing spores as seen under the
microscope. Note fungus threads growing
through plant tissue. (C) Spore greatly
enlarged (After Coons, 1916)

original infection was brought into the
state from field,grown plants in 1947.
Septoria or Late Blight of Celery

Late blight, or Septoria leaf,spot of
celery, has been observed from time to
time in Utah for more than 25 years.
It is probable that this disease has been
present in the state nearly a long a
celery has been grown. Late blight i
caused by a microscopic fungus which
preads rapidly under cool and moist
weather conditions. The technical name
of the fungus is Septoria apii-graveolentis Dorogen. The fungus doe not attack
any plants other than celery and cel,
eriac. It is particularly de tructive to
vigorous, rapid1y,growing, succulent
plants. Not only does the disease stunt
infected plants in the field, reducing
yields, but it also necessitates severe
trimming before infected celery can be
marketed. It is dangerous to ship celery
with even a small percentage of th
stalks infected, because of the possibil,
ity of rot in transit. Septoria,infected
celery does not ship well, nor does it
keep well in storage. At least one car of
Utah celery was lost in transit in 1947
because of Septoria blight. In other
celery' growing areas in the United
States it is considered to be the most
destructive of all celery di ea e . If pr '

v ntative m a urcs are not taken
promptly, it may a1 0 become the most
serious hazard to celery in Utah.
Late blight of celery can be readily
recognized by thc brown t black dead
pots on the leaves and stems (fig. 2).
The ize of the pots varies from one'
ixteenth to one,eighth inch in diameter
on the leaflets. The lesions u ually be'
come much larger on the stems. Inside
the dead areas of these spots can be
seen tiny black specks. The e are
the openings of the fruiting bodie
of the fun us. The fungus grows in'
ide the ti sues of the plants causing
the cells to shrivel and die (fig. 2). Tiny
flask'shaped fruiting bodies of the fun'
gus develop inside the plant ti sue with
only the mouths protruding. Inside
each fruiting body are produced from
2000 to 5000 spores or fungus seeds,
which ar diss minated by splashing
rain, by wind, by insects, or on the
clothing of celery workers. The e
spores usually die within thr e years.
Each spot will have from 6 to 200 fruit,
ing bodies. One plant may havc as many
a 3000 spots. It is possible, therefore,
(Continued on page 12)
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HE poultry industry has experienced its most significant and farreaching changes during and immediately following the years this nation has
been at war. This is e pecially true of
the recent war. It is the changes in the
marketing of poultry products in the
Mountain and Pacific Coast states reulting from this war which will be
discu ed in this article.

T

Marketing of Eggs

The number of chickens and eggs
produced in the e areas has increased
during the war and postwar periods.
tatistics compiled by the U.S. Bureau
of Agricultural Economics, indicate that
the number of chickens on farms January 1 in these areas increased from
39427,000 in 1940 to 44,203,000 in
1946, while the human population increased from 13,8 3,465 in 1940 to 17,5 2,746 in 1946. This is an increase of
12 percent in the chicken and 26 percent in the human population. It is
e timated that the population in the
Pacific Coast states alone, i.e. California,
regon, and Washington, increased by
3,281,000 people from 1940 to 1946.
The increase in poultry population has
not kept pace with the increa e in the
human population especially in the
three Pacific Coast tates during this
six-year period.
orne increase in the number of dual
purpose breeds of chickens has occurred
during the last few years but ingl
Comb White Leghorn is still the principal variety of chicken raised in the
Mountain and Pacific Coast states. A
large percentage of these chickens i
kept in commercial-sized flocks of 1000
to 5000 birds and the producers spend
most or all of their time taking care of
their birds and receive fifty or more percent of their inoome from the sale of
poultry products. Most of the chick n
in these flocks are hou ed or raised in
rather clo e confin ment twelve months
of the year. Well-balanced feeds are
fed and the fre h high-quality, whiteshelled eggs produced ar as embled,
raded, packaged, and most of them are
marketed cooperatively in carlot quantities through producer-owned associations.
The data available indicate that 355 5 3,333 dozen eg s worth 79,650,666
Dr. Carl Fri chknecht, re earch prole sor 01
poultry hu bandry and acting a as i tant to
the dean 0/ the chool 01 Agriculture, worked
during the war on poultry marketing problem
lor the 117ar Food Administration.
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THE IMP ACT OF W AR ON THE FU TURE
MARKETING OF POULTRY PRODUCTS
IN THE WESTERN STATES
By CARL FRISCHKNECHT

were produced in the Mountain and
Pacific Coast tates in 1936 compared
with 479,333,333 dozen eggs valued at
$171,179,000 in 1946. Prior to World
War II most of the egg produced in the
five urplus egg producing states, i.e in
California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho,
and Utah were shipped east to the Atlantic Coast states where they 'were
sold at a premium in competition with
white-shelled eggs received from other
parts of the world.
When war broke out in the Pacific,
enormous quantItIes of egg
and
other food tuffs were needed by our
armed forces in the Pacific and also by
the rapidly increasing civilian population employed in the industrial plants
and war industries which were greatly
expanded in the Mountain and entire
Pacific Coa t areas. The western part of
the United States soon became a deficit
area and large quantities of eggs produced in the Middle West and in the
states farther east were purchased by
the government and shipped into the
Mountain and Pacific Coast states and to
distant points in the Pacific. Even
though hostilities in thi war zone ha v
ended, poultrymen in the West are able
to supply only about two-thirds of th
eggs now being utilized by these Pacific
Coast markets.
Published reports indicate that the
shipments of eggs from states within
the Mountain and Pacific areas decreased from 3 656 cars in 1936 to 864
cars in 1946. The numbers of cars of
ggs shipped from th principal farwestern egg producing states in 1936
and in 1946, respectively, were a
follows:
California .......... 732 and 15 cars
Oregon .............. 303 and 84 cars
Washington ...... 1,647 and 75 car
Idaho ................ 236 and 162 cars
Utah .................. 73 and 528 cars
Thirty-four hundred or 93 p rcent of
the 3,656 cars of eggs produced and
marketed by the producers in the above
states were shipped to the Atlantic
Coast states in 1936, while 694 or 81
percent of the 64 cars of eggs marketed
by the same producers in 1946 were
utilized within the Mountain tates or
shipped to rapidly expanding markets

in the Pacific Coast state. Additional
eggs were shipped by truck lines but the
number transported in this manner is
not available. Records of eggs exported
from the Mountain and Pacific Coast
areas to points in the Pacific outside of
the United States likewise are not available for these years.
The six largest egg-receiving markets
in this country now include the cities of
Lo Angeles and San Francisco. A total
of 1,599,300 cases, the equivalent of
2,665 cars of eggs, were received at
the e two Pacific Coa t markets in 1936
compared with a total of 2,7 7, 51 case~
or 4,646 car in 1946. The equivalent
of 2,662 cars or 99.8 percent of the egg
receipts at these two markets came from
the Mountain and Pacific Coast states in
1936, compared with the equivalent of
3,107 cars or only 66.8 percent in 1946.
The eggs produced in the Mountain
and Pacific Coast areas are large in size
and of high quality. They are marketed
in the shell on a graded fresh-egg basis.
Most of the eggs received at the markets in Los Angeles and San Francisco
from Utah and the other surplus eggproducing states in these two areas in
1936 were shipped by rail, while practically all of the eggs shipped from these
same state to Los Angeles and San
Francisco in 1946 were hipped by truck
line. There ar trucking companies now
on the Pacific Coast who haul fruit and
other products into the mountain states
and return with a load of fresh eggs. It
is practically over-night s rvice to Los
Angeles by motor freight from point
in Utah and Idaho and the damage by
truck is negligible. Thes are real advantages when it comes to marketing
perishable food products. It is also well
to remember that in times gone by, the
price per dozen has dropped as much
as five and ix c nts during an -day trip
by rail from the western states to mark ts on the Atlantic seaboard.
o far a the future is concerned it is
doubtful if the western producers will
ever return to a year-around program of
marketing shell eggs in the East or
even att mpt to market eggs through
the ea tern chains as a part of their cold·
storage deal. These are no longer profitable ventures for the Mountain and
Farm and Home Science

Increased Population
Improved Transportation Facilities
Have Changed Market
Opportuni ties
from
East to West
Coast

Pacific Coa t hi per
mpar
with
the rich 0 er,ni ht mark t in L
Angeles and an Fran i c .
H ad quarters for many f th maj r
financial and indu trial c ncern ar
n w bein e tabli h d n th Pacifi
a t.
urcha in
likely will r main
With in rea d p pulati n
on urn p'
tion of m re e
er apita and im,
proved truckin facilitie it I ok a
a t mark t will
thouP"h the Pacific
alway be in a po ition to ay a pr m,
ium price for all the hi h quality
that can b pr duced in th futur in
the Mountain and Pacific oa t tate.
Egg production in the We tern tat
is expected to increa e. It is r ported,
however, that p ultrym n on the Pacific
Coast are confronted with: (1) hi h
co ts and differ ntial on in,b und feed
n ce sary f r production· (2) a wa e
cale for handlin eg
fr m th
duc r thr ugh th pr
in plant and
r tail outlet t th con umer that i 20
percent hi her than in other c mpetitive
area; (3) tran portation co treater
than in th r ection of th Unit d
Stat s on acc unt f eographical c n'
dition and th di tan t market.
It also ap
that
ar b c min

LT~
CO·OP. ASS N

b

over·
more

Marketing of Poultry

i nifi ant chan
have al
curr d
in the mark ting of poultry In the
W tern tat
nt y ar .

Surplus hell egg are now aembled and transported to Pacific
Coa t markets by truck instead of
by rail. There i practically overnight ervice to Lo Angele by
motor freight from mo t points in
Utah and Southern Idaho

Modern facilitie are used to provide uniformly graded fre h egg
for con umer

Milk fed broiler graded sized and packaged for market
Carton of uniform top-quality milk white eggs-the pride of w.estern producer

(Left) Cre ted wheatgra pasture at Benmore. (Center) Agropyron
elongatum stand planted by the Soil Conservation Service on dry
land at Benmore. (Right)
Agropyron elongatum on
the left contrasts markedly
with the crested wheatgra planted at the same
time een on the right

New Species
of Grasses
Show Promise
as
Forage Producers

Seeding Ranges to Grass
C. WAYNE COOK and L. A. STODDART

T live tock m n throu hout
th intermountain area are aware
of the h rtage of prin forage and the
a normally low pr duction from their
foothill range , and are showin an iw
rased interest in r habilitating these,
d plet d agebrush area and abandoned
farm lands. The si nificance of thi
arowin consciou n
i ugge ted by
the larg a rea now being seed d by

M

C. Wa ne Cook i as i tant profe or and Dr.
Laurence A. loddart prole or and head of
the Department of Range Management.

individual 0 pera t r
and f deral a encie .
Artificial see di n
on ran eland i
by n m an a imple matter and should
be applied fir t on the most productive
and favorable areas such a abandoned
farm land or vall y bottom where
moisture and soil accumulate. Even in
these area careful and ften costly soil
preparation in addition to fa orable
weather conditions determine the suc'
ces. The importance of ran e eding
i ,ind d, a for mo t problem and very
on enga ed in or a ociat d with live'
to k pr duction i anxiou to btain in'
formation that will aid in the a surance
f increa d ran e production.
The Utah Agricultural Exp rim nt
tation ha f r everal year
perated
with the U. . F re trice the U.
oil C n rvation ervic and other
a en ie in tudyin
ta Ii hm nt and
management f gra on abandon d cuI,
tivat d land at Benmore Utah (fi . 1).
This area in outhea t rn Toocl Coun,
ty, receives ab ut 13 inch s of pr cipita,
tion annually. Th
ummers ar dry,
h t, and windy. Th oil i xtrem ly
fine,t xtured, making it cru t
er or
bake so that eedlin
hav tr uble
p netrating th oil during the intermit,
t nt dry p r1 d in th prin and urn'
m r. F r thes rea n, ran e seedin i
Fig. 2. Leaf blade and eed head characteristics of the three species of wheatgrass,
Agropyron elongatum Agropyron inter'
medium, and Agropyron trichophorum,
from left to right

hazardou and m thod f seeding rass
becomes an important research problem.
In 1943, re earch wa begun to find
how be t to seed thi land. For the first
experimental e dings tandard crested
wheatgras (Agr:opyron cristatum) and
western wh at rass (Agropyron Smithii) were used. The
were planted
in all pos ibl combination involving
early,fall, late' fall, and pring sea on'
high medium, and low intensity' shal,
low and medium depth' and an rdinary
and deep-furrow drill. Seedin was done
on fallow gr undo
Analy is f thes plots in the summ r
f 1947 showed som definite differences
in ucce s in the various methods. In all
eeding was superior to
ca , prin
se ding at any other ea on, producing
30 to 50 p rcent more gras . About the
am difference was found between the
rdinary rain drill and the deep,furrow
drill with the deep-furrow being distinctly uperior und r all condition.
Cr ted wheatgra gave better stands
under all condition than did western
wh atgras and th re seems to be no
r a on to s 1 ct western wheatgrass in
prefer nce to crest d wheatgras under
Benmore conditi ns. M dium depth of
eding (1 t 1Yz inches) ave the same
yield as did shallow depth (Yz to 1
inch). Seedin at high intensity (7,9
pound per acre) ave a higher yield
th4 P did seedin at low intensity (4,6
Farm and Home Science

pounds per acre) but the differences
were variable and are not considered
significan t.
The second seedings, made in 1944
and 1945, involved three new species of
wheatgrass all of which are very promising plants for seeding dry ranges (fig. 2
and 3. These are Agropyron elongatum
(tall w heatgrass) , Agropyron intermedium (intermediate wheatgrass) , and
Agropyron trichophorum. Planting
were made of each of these in fall and
spring; at shallow and medium depth;
and at low and medium intensity.
Growth on many of the plots was highly
successful but others wer failures. It
is important, therefore, for rancher to
know how to insure good stand .
Under all conditions, the best stand
was obtained from Agropyron trichophorum, and the second best from Agropyron elongatum. All three species,
however, gave excellent stands under
proper seeding methods. Agropyron trichophorum and Agropyron intermedium
both were spreading rapidly by underground stems, and hence, may produce
a denser stand than Agropyron elongatum, which does not produce underground stems. H owever, Agropyron
elongatum is a larger plant, and it may
continue to produce as great a total yield
of forage (fig. 1). Both Agropyron elongatum and Agropyron intermedium are
later growing plants than Agropyron
trichophorum or crested wheatgrass and
they remain green and succulent well
into the hot summer, even in dry years.
Mixtures of early growing species with
late growing species would produce a
pasture with a longer grazi ng season
than would eith r type planted alone.
Shallow planting and high intensity
planting generally gave better results
than did deep planting or low intensity
planting but the differences were not
great and were not significant.
Season of planting however, had
great significance. A gain, early spring
planting far out yielded fall planting and
produced more than three times the
number of plants.
In recent year there has be n an increased interest in improving depleted
ranges by seeding introduced grass species. The three new wheatgrasses used
in the second seeding are showing great
promise as forage producers and in reclaiming abandoned farm lands and impoverished ranges. These grass species
are closely related and mo t livestock
operators know nothing of their general
for December 194 7

appearance or distinguishing characteristics. A photograph of the seed head
of the three new species is shown with
two other more familiar wheatgrasse
in figure 3.
The general identifying characteristics
are presented in figure 2 and are distinguished as follows:
Agropyron trichophorum is tall,
characteristically a bunchgrass, but possessing rhizomes or tillers. The leaf
blad s are fuzzy or possessed with hairiness on both the upper and lower surface. The seed is firmly imbeddep in the
seed head and sparsely covered with
fuzz or hairiness.
Agropyron intermedilllll is, likewise,
tall, characteristically a bunchgrass, and
possessing rhizomes or tillers. The leaf
blades are firm deeply veined and pos-

sess a fuzziness or hairiness only on the
upper surface. The seed is firmly imbedded in the seed head and spreads
slightly with maturity.
Agropyron elongatum is a tall coarse
bunchgrass. The leaf blades are stiff,
deeply vein d and are entirely devoid of
fuzz or hairines . The seed is firmly imbedded in the robust eed h ad and remains so until seed dispersion.
Summary. Although these studies
ha ve not be n in progress long enough
to produce conclusive result, they indicate that excellent stands can be obtained from all four species if they are
correctly planted. Spring se ding was
more reliabl in every case than fall
seeding. Spring seeding must be done
early. Ground should be prepared in
the fall and seed should be drilled ju t

Fig. 3. Mature seed heads of Agropyron cri tatum, Agropyron smith ii, Agropyron inter'
medium, Agropyron elongatum and Agropyron trichophorum, from left to right

II

a soon as the drill can be put in the field
in early spring.
New specie of wh at rass are all
large- eeded and 0 can be seeded deeper
than the small-seed d cr ted wheatgrass. Even thes new sp ci , how ver,
should not be planted over 1Yz inches
dee p and preferably Ie . Crested wheatra s should b drilled a shallow as
po ible. To do thi' the ground must
be firm and th drill hould never follow
right after the plow since the plow
leaves soil too loose for shall w seeding.
Always let the round ettle s veral
weeks and seed pr f rably after a few
rains have fallen to firm th soil.
The new w heatgra ses, Agropyron
intermedium and Agropyron elongatum,
offer r at h pe in ran s eding as soon
a eed b comes available. They are
very drought r i tant (fully as much s
as cre t d wheatgrass), livestock gra4e
them well, and they stay green in the
hot umm r wh n cr sted wheatgra is
dry. Agropyron trichophorum is al 0
a d sirabl ran e species but is more like
cre t d what ra as a f rage.
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DISEASES OF CELERY
(Continued from page 7)

for on badly diseased celery plant to
produce more than 600 million spores
of the celery late blight fungus, enough
to spread the disease over a wide area.
It is evident that an organism which
reproduces it elf on such a scale is very
difficult to control and may become a
dangerous menace.
The late blight fun u Ii e from one
eason to the next in the fruiting bodie
occurring in infected debris left in the
field. Fr quently fruiting bodies al 0
develop in the outer coat of the seeds
(fig. 2), enabling the fungus to become
establish d in the plant bed. The first
infection is tart d when these sedborn por sprout and penetrate the
tender ti sue of the germinating eedlin . Within tw week aft r the fungu
ha entered the ho t it d velop fruitin
bodi producing a multitude of pore.
Thes are then carri d to h althy plant
which, in turn produce another crop f
por s. Ev ry tw w eks under cool and
humid condition a new and increa d
rop f pore i produc d.
ri inal
inf cti ns may tart a readily fr minf cted celery d bri I ft in the oil.
Late bli ht ha not her tofore been a
riou di ea e in Utah beca u of thc
dry, hot w ather that usually prevails
during the rowin
ea on. In 1947
12

however, because of unusually cool and
cloudy weather the fungus was able to
spread widely. Because of this, it is
probable that there is now present in
Utah celery fields more overwintering Septoria spores than has been present at any time heretofore. Extraordinary mea ures hould be taken, therefore, to minimize the danger of pread
to the 194 celery crop.
Recommendations for Control of Celery
Di eases in 1948

On the basis of information now
availabl conc rning celery dl ea
m
Utah, som specific recomm ndations
can be made for 194 . The m asur s
recommenaed are all directed towards
prevention. By the tim a dan erous
disease can be s en in the field it is u ually to late to ap ly effective control
measur .
Fall plowing: Plow cel ry field deeply
as on as possible after harve t to kill
all celery roots and to bury S ptoriainfected debri . Di k at lea t once in the
fall to in ure killing of all cel ry root .
ne overwintered mo aic-infect d root
i enough to pre ad a dang rous infection.
Rotation: Fields in which late blight
was present should not be planted to
celery for at least two years to allow
the S ptoria fruiting bodie and pores
to die before celery is planted again.
It is also desirable to rake up and burn
or bury Septoria-infected celery debris
as soon as harvest i completed.
Production of Plants: Field-grown
plants are the safest to u e. The e plant
are inspected by experiment station
plant .pathologists and entomologists to
determine their freedom from dang rous diseases and insect pests before th y
are accepted for use in Utah. The mo t
dangerous plant to use are out-of-stat
hothou e,grown plants. Plants should
be rown from three-year,old seed to
in ure freedom from Septoria blight, or
from seed that has been treated with an
organic mercury fungicide such as sem san. Plants may be grown safely at
home in a h t house, if the followin
pr caution are taken: (1) Disinfect the
hou e and benche thorou hly with
formald hyde, (2) U e only oil that
ha not grown celery previously, (3)
Plant three-year-old or treated eed, (4)
Do not carryover any celery plant
from the field in the same hou e wh re
plants are produced (5) Allow no
aphids to develop in the are nhou ,

and (6) If late blight' has been present
in, the community spray seedling plant
with 4,4-50 Bordeaux mixture at least
once a week before they are set out.
Celery Free Period: Be sure that there
are no celery plants from the previous
ea on living after the first of February.
In California we tern celery mo aic i
cffectively controll d by a three-month
cel ry-free peri d enforced by law. In
Utah a cel ry-free period should be observed voluntarily by all grower in
their own self interest. Celery seed
hould never be grown in the am ar a
in which commercial celery is produced,
but rather in isolated areas far removed
from commercial field. D not arry
over winter any livin c 1 ry plants in
comm rcial celery'pr ducing ar as.
Weed Control: Before ettin
ut
plants in the .field destroy all weds
along fence rows and ditch banks surr unding celery fields, or spray the e
areas with an aphid-killin in ecticide.
W d around the field are a much of
a thr at to cel ry a tho e in th field, be'
cau e of their rol in harboring disea ecarryin in ect .
Spraying: For late blight spray with
4-4,50 Bordeaux mixture every week or
10 days throughout the growing ea on,
beginning as soon as the plants become
stablished in the field. Spraying mu t
be thorough and timely. Inasmuch a
pr sent in ecticid s and methods of ap '
plyin them are not ad quate to insure
effective control of western c lery mosaic, it i essential for all grower to ob,
serv a celery-fr
period f at lea t
three months and to devote more atten'
tion to the control of weeds that harbor
aphids surrounding celery fields.
Furth r information re arding celery
disease control can be ohtained by writ,
in to the Department of Botany and
Plant Pathology, State A ricultural
1leae Logan, Utah.

•
CRANDALL TO JOIN STAFF OF
STATISTICAL LABORATORY OF
NORTH CAROLINA UNIVERSITY
. Profes or Bli s Crandall, newly appointed
director of the tatistical laboratory at the
Utah Station, will join the staff of the In titute of Statistics at the University of North
Carolina at Raleigh for a six month period
beginning January 1. While there he will
a sist with the con ultant and anlytical work
in plant cience research. This is a real opportunity to work with the leading statistician
of the country in the de ign of research proj,
ects and the analy i of data obtained. He
will have opportunity to become acquainted
with many new and improved statistical tools
and their application to agricultural research.
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Wild Bees in Relation to Alfalfa Pollination
By GEORGE E. BOHART

I

N M
T ar a of Utah inade uate
pollination ap ear to be one of the
factor in I w alfalfa' eed production.
inc - b s are the only alfalfa pollin,
ators f im ortance it ha e med ad,
i able to initiate tudi at L an d '
si ned to increa e the ffectiven s of
the p cie in olved. Ac ordin to avail,
a Ie records, decline in ed yield inc
1925 has been accom pani d by a dra tic
r duction in wild ee p pulation. on'
qu ntiy, althou h h neybees c ntri,
but an imp rtant har of alfalfa pol,
lination and may be readily incr as d
and moved about, it i probably nece '
ary to con erv , increa , and utilize
better population of wild b e 10 order
t obtain maximum e d yi Id .
everal thousand sp cie of wild be
ar fund in North America and prob,
ably at lea t ne thou and xi t in Utah.
Th term "wild ee" i m ant to in'
clude all xc pt the h neyb e (Api
mellifica). These tudies are con rn d
with those specie which include alfalfa
in their ho t range. A out forty such
peci were found la t ummer in the
alfalfa s ed, rowing ar as near Delta
and Lo an, Utah, and in south a tern
Idaho. M any of the e w re rare on
alfalfa although sometime abundant on
other plants. About sevente n p ci s
in the area tudied emed to be of ac'
Dr. George E. Bohart is a federal entomologi t attached to the Legume eed Re earch
lation in connection with Utah lation. Hi
work i with wild bees and their relation 10
pollination in alfalfa. Dr. Bohart took hi PhD
at the niver ity of alifornia la t pring.

tual or potential importance as alfalfa
pollinator. Mo t of th m w re found
to e con iderably
more effici nt than
h n yb es in trip'
ping, and thu pol,
linatin ,alfalfa blo '
om. They u uall y
ather d pollen a
w 11 a n ctar from
th alfalfa where a
w re
the hon yb
nearly alway
ina only n ctar.
In most field th
principle drawba k
to wild b e as pol,
linator of alfalfa
is their scarcity. In
many field th y ar
pra tically a cnt,
n'
and n arly th
tire burd n of t,
tin
a eed rop
r t on th honey'
b e . The de ira ii,
ity of providin
alfalfa' d fi e I
with a b tt r up'
ply f wild b e i
f attack
therefor bviou. Thr lin
pr n t th m el v : ( 1) T o rowed
wh re ati factory po ulati n of the
ri ht kind of wild bee already exist,
takin care not to destroy the bees in
th proc , (2) to time th alfalfa crop
that m<.tximum bloom and maximum
bee p pulation coincide, and (3) to in'

crea e the numbers of wild bees in ex'
i tin
eed: rowing areas. The third

Details in the biology of the alkali bee (Nomia melanderi)
one of the alfalfa pollinating wild bee: (A) Close-up of brood
cells, left, cell with pollen ball and egg; right, cell with part
of fir t pollen load. (B) Brood cells containing left to right
pollen ball and egg in normal po ition pollen ball turned to
show eliptical hape, developing larva and partially consumed
ball, fully fed larva. (C) Larvae preparing for hibernation:
upper left to right how change from full grown larva to prepupa (re ting tage). (D) Despoiler of Nomia, left ceU with
Nomia prepupa right ceU with cuckoo-bee prepupa. (E) Imbibers of Nomia larva. Developmental eries from left to right
showing bee-fly maggot "drinking" the bee larva dry. Note
" uction apparatus' on head of full grown maggot at right.
(F) Parasite of adult Nomia: Upper row: Nomia abdomens
distended with conopid fly puparia; middle row: parts of
Nomia killed by other agencies; bottom row: Conopid puparium in Nomia abdomen and adult conopid

method appears to hold the most prom- with them. The cuckoo-like habit of which then hibernate .. Still others have
ise for the seed grower.
laying eggs in cells prepared and pro- on.1y one generation, which is in the
Increasing the numbers of wilel bees visioned by other species is found in spring, and their adult progeny remain
calls for investigations of the living re- several groups of bees. In many in- within their cells the remainder of the
quirements of the various species and of stances the "cuckoo" preys on a close year.
the adaptability of agricultural practices relative, but one large group of cuckoo
Evaluation of the pollinating effi,
to fit these needs. The critical factors in bees depends upon a wide assortment of ciency of the various species requires
the environment of bees which are ob- hosts. These are the N omadidae, or so- long and tedious observation at many
viously related to agricultural practices called nomad bees. Since these "cuckoos" localities throughout the blossoming
include soil moisture and alkalinity, do not gather pollen for their young, season. One must determine what prowhich are influenced by drainage, irriga- they visit alfalfa primarily for nectar portion of the individuals are males and
tion, and cropping practices; soil stabil- and have rarely been seen to effect females how many are collecting polity, which is influenced by soil cultiva- pollination.
len, how many flowers are tripped per
tion and erosion; and vegetative cover,
The bees which do· their own house- unit of time, and the length of a workwhich is influenced by weed control and keeping and bread winning can he classi- ing day and of the effective season.
land use. Another factor to be studied fied as follows, according to their social There must also be an estimation of
is the effect on wild bees of the new behavior: (1) Colonial, with separate abundance and possibilities for increase.
insecticides which are certain to be used queen and worker castes, division of
In Utah and southern Idaho three
rather universally on field, truck, and labor, and progressive feeding of the species of Megachile (leafcutter bees)
orchard crops.
larvae. Honeybees and bumblebees are appear to be the best pollinators. HowThere are two possible methods for examples. (2) Gregarious, but self-suffi- ever, they are strictly solitary and have
increasing the numbers of wild bees: cient and not practicing progressive been seen in abundance in only one
(1) By preparing ideal nesting places feeding. Many halictids, andrenids, and field. One of them, M. brevis Say,
which can be maintained as sanctuaries anthophorids belong here. Some of the nests in hollow stems and has possibilwithin range of seed fields. It may also halictids approach a colonial existence ities for increase.
be necessary to establish the bees. (2) in that they maintain communal nest enFour species of bumblebees are rapid
By increasing the ranges of valuable trances. ( 3) Strictly solitary. Sometimes pollinators in this area. A queen of one
species by introducing them into new bees in this group may be found con- species set a record for our observations
areas, and at the same time taking care centrated because the available nesting of 50 blossoms tripped in one minute.
to exclude their parasites.
sites are limited. Tetralonia and Mega- Unfortunately, as many as 50 percent
in some fields were collecting only
Choice of species to work with should chile belong to this group.
be made upon the basis of ease of
Bees construct nests and provide for nectar. Since bumblebees can be inhandling. For example, colonial bees, their young in many ways. Many of duced to nest in artificial domiciles, it
such as bumblebees, can be induced to them dig burrows in the ground and should be possible to establish colonies
nest in artificial domiciles, which can be construct larval cells at the ends of and move them about as needed. The
readily transported. Gregarious species, branch burrows, but many utilize ex- colonies, however, are usually composed
such as Nomia, could also be concen- isting tubular spaces such as abandoned of not more than 50 working bees
trated within sanctuaries more easily insect burrows, hollow stems, and nail whereas a honeybee colony rna y have a
than strictly solitary bees. Bees that holes. Special nest materials, such as leaf field force of 20,000 or more.
The so-called alkali bees (Nomia
nest in hollow stems could be easily pieces, pitch, plant fibers and mud, may
moved or induced to concentrate where be used to fashion cells and protect nest melanderi CklI.) are usually found
available stems are concentrated.
entrances. Leafcutter bees, for example, nesting in moist, flat soil in large aggreThe easily observed facts concerning may defoliate rose bushes in their quest gations. Alfalfa fields adjacent to such
colonies are likely to be well pollinated.
some of the wild bees are fairly well for cell building materials.
known, but details in the life histories of
Many kinds of bee nests may be rec- An interesting characteristic of these
most species can only be guessed at by ognized by special features of the en- bees is their ability to migrate en masse
assuming that they are similar to those trances. They may be plugged with to new areas. The impetus for such
of better known relatives. Precise pitch, surmounted by a chimney or migration is not known, but cases have
knowledge concerning climatic, soil and mound, or hidden under leaves. Pro- been seen this year where new areas of
host-plant requirements is incomplete visions for the larvae are usually char- bare ground with a high water table ateven for the species which have received acteristic. Some are liquid and contained tracted such colonies. Ground heavily
within a waxen envelope; others are infested with the brood of these bees
the most study.
Certain basic habits are common to all round or oval pollen balls' still others can be moved to new areas. Several such
bees. The adults visit flowers to feed on are masses of nearly dry pollen. The moves have been tried, the results of
nectar and presumably also pollen. The common, widespread species generally which are not yet known.
Other significant pollinators in the
larvae live within cells constructed by gather pollen from many sources, but
adults and feed on pollen and honey many restrict their choice to one or a area include: Tetralonia (long-horned
bees), Osmia (metallic bees) and Halprovided by the latter. Beyond such few kinds of plants.
Life cycles of bees also differ widely. ictus rubicundus (Chr.) (a species of
universal habits the study of bees becomes a sorting process. Arrangement Some have several broods, the last of sweat bee). These bees pollinate mainly
of bees according to habits occasionally which passes the winter in a larval first crop alfalfa although H. rubicundus
fits the taxonomic relationships, but stage. Others produce males at the end works throughout the summer on other
more often seems to have no correlation of the season to fertilize the females plants.
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The Relationship Between Arsenic in the .Blossoms
of -White Sweetclover and in the Soil
By W ILLIAM P. NYE

A

N INCREASE in the amount of
arsenic in sweetclover blossoms
grown on soils high in arsenic is shown
in a recent study. This study did not
show, however, that the amount found
in the blossoms or collected from them
by bees was sufficient to cause death.
Other factors are also involved in the
high death losses of honeybees in Utah.
The high mortality of honeybees in
Utah over a period of years has caused
grave concern to beekeepers orchard,
ists, and producers of agricultural seed.
The problem is of such importance that
the Utah Agricultural Experiment Sta,
tion in 1939 began an investigation of
the causes of the honeybee losses and of
means of preventing them. In 1940 the
U. S. Bureau of Entomology and Plant
Quarantine apiculturists joined the en'
tomologists of the Utah Station in the
study. Dead bees, especially those from
certain areas, sent to the laboratory for
analysis often contained lethal amounts
of arsenic. The question then arose:
Where do the bees obtain the arsenic?
William P. Nye is another member of the
staff of the Legume eed Research talion.
He i now working on the problem 0/ domestic
bees in relation to alfalfa pollination. He finished work lor the M. . degree during the past
year at tah tate. The work reported in this
article was part 0/ hi thesi problem.
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Correlation between the amount of arsenic
in the blossoms and that in the soil

Is it from agricultural sprays, from
arsenic dusts, from smelter smoke or soil
arsenic particles fallen on the plants
visited by bees, or do certain plants ab,
sorb arsenic from the soil and pass it on
to bees visiting their blossoms in search
of nectar or pollen in quantities sufficient
to cau e death?
The study reported here is a phase of
the larger investigation on bee losses
and was started in 1946 to determine
whether there is a relationship between
the amount of arsenic in the soil and
that present in the blossoms of white
sweetclover a plant that is frequented
by bees in their collection of nectar and
pollen. The studies were conducted

during the winter and early summer of
1946 in the greenhouse at Logan.
Knowlton and associates had already
demonstrated that arsenic was often
present on white sweetclover grown in
areas where the soils had a high arsenic
content. In fact blossoms of sweet'
clover frequently contained so much
arsenic that it was believed to be a pas'
sible cause of certain serious honeybee
losses occurring in recent years.
In the experiments here presented,
white sweetclover was grown on three
types of soil (1) high arsenic content
soils taken from several locations in the
Jordan Valley f Salt Lake County (2)
native soils relatively low in arsenic,
and (3 ) native soils to which various
amounts of arsenic trioxide were added
(table 1).
The soils in the first series varied in
arsenic content from 3.3 to 203.0 micro'
grams of arsenic trioxide per gram of
soil. These were placed in 8,inch flower
pots. Each soil was replicated eight times
making 48 pots in all. Hubam white
sweetclover was planted in all pots.
When the plants were about four inches •
tall they were thinned to 4 per pot.
The soils of the second series con'
taining 4.26 micrograms of arsenic tri,
oxide per gram of soil were placed m

Flower pots containing soil with varying amounts of arsenic in which the dover was grown in the tests reported here
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24 one-gallon stone crocks and planted
as in series one. Measured quantities of
arsenic trioxide were gradually added to
the irrigation water of five of the soil
treatments over a six-week period after
the plants had reached a height of 12
inches. The total arsenic trioxide added
was 5, 10, 20, 40, and 80 micrograms,
respectively, per gram of soil. Each
treatment was replicated four times.
The soils used in series 3 of the
tests was Hyrum silt loam containing 2.4
micrograms of arsenic trioxide per gram
of soil. They were treated in a similar
manner to those in series 2.
The blossoms were harvested from all
test plants in three general stages of
growth, designated as early, mid, and
late bloom. A total of 288 samples of
blossoms was collected and chemically
analyzed for arsenic. There was no sig'
nificant difference in arsenic content of
the blossoms between harvests. There
was a direct relationship, however, be'
tween the amount of arsenic in the soil
and that found in the sweetclover blossoms. The more arsenic in the soil the
more in the clover blossoms. The blossoms harvested from soil 6 contained two
or three times as much arsenic as did the
blossoms from the other soils. The
blossoms from soils 4 and 5 contained
more arsenic than did those from soils
1, 2, and 3. There was no significant
difference in the amount of arsenic in
the blossoms harvested from soils 1, 2,
and 3 or those from 4 and 5. Even
though the data showed that the amount
of arsenic in the blossoms harvested
from the different soils was significant,
there was no definite correlation be'
tween the amount in the blossoms and
that in the soil (fig. 1).
It is doubtful that the sampling in this
investigation was adequate to show conclusively that white sweetclover plants
grown on soils high in arsenic absorbed
quantities which might be deleterious
to adult honeybees in Utah. The data
do indicate that the white sweetclover
plants absorb arsenic from the soil and
deposit it in the blossoms. This agrees
in general with the findings of previous
workers on the occurrence of arsenic in
plants.
The relationship found in this investigation between the amount of arsenic
in the blossoms and that in the soil is
believed to be owing, in general, to the
amount of soluble arsenic present in
the soil. The soluble arsenic is largely
governed by the salts in the soil, the
action of microorganisms, and the form
16

Table 1.

Soil
number
1
2
3
4

5
6

The location, type, and arsenic content for each of six soils us~d in series 1 "of this
investigation (Arsenic expressed as M/ gr. of Ast 0 3 per gram of soil)

Location

Soil type

Pasture near college orchard, North Logan
IVz mi. S.W. of Midvale
College orchard, North Logan
8th W. and Bullion Sts., Murray
2f3 mi. N .W. of melter, Murray
Soil 1 with ar enic added

in which the arsenic is applied. The action of certain salts on the arsenic may
tie it up so that it is largely unavailable
to the plants. Microorganisms may lib,
erate small amounts of free arsE!nic from
the soil in a gaseous form, and it is
theoretically possible that they may
change the more soluble trivalent form
to a less soluble pentavalent form. Also
the fineness and chemical form in which
arsenic is applied to or is present in the
soil influences the amount of soluble
arsenic that may be available to the
plants.
The blossoms of white sweetclover
plants grown from low arsenic soils, in
general, contained lower quantities of
arsenic than blossoms harvested from
plants grown on soils high in arsenic.
Blossoms harvested from the high
arsenic soils in the Jordan Valley of Salt
Lake County, during the past few years,
often contained more than three times
the amount of arsenic present in the
flowers grown from the same soils and

Hyrum ilt loam
Logan ilty clay loam
. Hyrum ilt loam
Welby fine andy loam
Logan loam
Hyrum silt loam

Arsenic
content
3.3

10.2
37.0
102.0
203.0
722.0

on soils with arsenic added when in this
experiment under greenhouse condi,
tions. It appears that the larger propor'
tion of arsenic in the blossoms of white
sweetclover collected in the Jordan Val,
ley must have come from some source
other than through absorption from the
soil.
Numerous honeybees and wild bees
were observed persistantly to work the
blossoms of white sweetclover plants
grown in the Logan greenhouse for nec'
tar and pollen whenever ventilators were
left open. The bees appeared to react
normally toward the blossoms. Bees fre,
quently were more numerous on the
blossoms in the greenhouse than on sim,
ilar ones outside. From these observations and the low arsenic content of the
blossoms, there seems no reason to be'
lieve that the honeybees were poisoned
from arsenic absorbed from the soil and
deposited in the white sweetclover blossoms during the course of these experi'
ments.

PASTURE MIXTURES
(Continued from page 5)

times during 1947, and prior to each
grazing a quantitative measure of yield
was obtained by weighing a mowed strip
across each plot. The com position, yields,
and percent clover of the 10 highest
yielding mixtures and standard mixture
no. 1 are recorded in table 1.
A statistical analysis of the entire experiment reveals that none of the 10
most productive mixtures differed significantly in yield, that is, differences re'
ported in the table are too small, in relation to the experimental error, to be
assigned to differences between the mixtures. All these listed, however, and 13
others, are significantly higher in yield
than standard no. 1. The highest
yielding mixture (2) contains no grass.
It demonstrates the productive capacity
of legumes alone, and emphasizes the
importance of having legumes well rep'
resented in the mixture. Those mixtures,
however, which have more than 60 per'
cent legumes would probably present

some difficult management problems in
relation to bloat, and therefore are not
recommended. Three of these mixtures
(23, 32 and 6) are lacking in a rapidly
developing grass so that the percentage
clover the first year might not be subject to much correction by seeding more
grass. Another factor of importance is
that mixtures containing a high percentage of legumes usually have a lower
percentage of dry matter than do mixtures which have a high percentage of
grass. Thus the green weight yields do
not give an entirely fair comparison
when the percentage of legumes varies
considerably. In mixture 23 reed canary
is the only grass and it is much too slow
in starting to be paired against rapidly
developing legumes. This appears also
to apply t<? timothy (mixture 32) and
the brome-reed canary combination
(mixture 6). In order to keep the percentage of legumes within safe management limits the first season it appears
Farm and Home Science

necessary to have tall oat or orchard or
both in the mixture. Under different
conditions an entirely different prop-ortion of grass to legumes might be obtained with no change in the seeding
rate. However, under very fa vorable
conditions, such as applied with experiment D, it is believed that similar results would generally be obtained.
Ladino clover should be the basic
legume in any pasture mixture on highly
productive irrigated land. Ladino is decidedly more palatable than either red
clover or alfalfa, and is the only one of
the three capable of spreading to improve poor stands. Red clover will remain productive two full grazing seasons, during which time it will contribute
heavily to yield. Ranger alfalfa has
remained productive in experiment A
through four grazing seasons and is still
abundant, although other legumes are
now invading it. Ladino clover can be
expected to remain for long periods 1f
carefully managed. Tall oat and orchard
get off to a faster start than brome or
reed canary. Whether each of these
four grass species would contribute significantly to yield if placed in a mixture
with ladino clover, red clover, and alfalfa
is not known. Some excellent mixtures
containing different combinations of
these species are listed in table 1. The
outstanding first-year performance of
mixture 31 (tall oat and ladino clover)
shows what can be done by simple mixtures. In contrast to experiment A,
w here thin stands of tall oatgrass were
obtained, there are excellent stands of
this grass in experiment D, and it is
contributing heavily to yield. The firstyear yields of tall oat, brome, orchard,
and reed canary, when grown with
ladino clover in experiment D, together
with the percent clover in these mixtures
on July 1, 1947, are reported in table 2.
All the data indicate that the mixtures
reported in table 2 would have given
larger total yields had they also contained red clover. However, this could
be accomplished only by increasing the
percentage clover in the mixtures. Approximately three-fourths of the yield of
the reed canary plots is already clover.
The brome plots have approximately
the correct proportion of grass to clover,
so that if red clover were added to them
an equally vigorous grass would be
needed to maintain the present balance.
This is essentially what has been done
in mixtures 24, 12 and 7 (table 1), with
substantial increase in yield. Only the
tall oat-ladino and the orchard-ladino
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Table 1. Green weight yields of 4 harvests in 1947, and percent leg~es in the 10
highest yielding mixtures and standa~d mixture No. 1 (experiment D,
seeded April 1946)

Mixture
no.
Species and pounds of seed used per acre
2
24

Ladino clover ( 4 ), red clover (6) ..............
Smooth brome (8), tall oat (8), ladino
clover (2), red clover (3) ............................
23
Reed canary (5), ladino clover (2), red
clover (3) ......................................................
12
Smooth brome (4), orchard (3), reed
canary (3), tall oat (4), ladino clover (2),
red clover (3), alfalfa (3) ............................
22
Smooth brome (4), orchard (3 ~, tall oat
( 4), tall fescue (4), ladino clover (2), red
clover (3), alfalfa (3) ..................................
32
Timothy (4), ladino clover (2), red
clover (3) ......................................................
6
Smooth brome (10), reed canary (3),
ladino clover (2), red clover (3) ................
31
Tall oat (16), ladino clover (4) ..................
7
Smooth brome (4), orchard (3) , tall oat
( 4), ladino clover (2) , red clover (3),
alfalfa (3) ......................................................
9
Orchard (8), reed canary (3), ladino
clover (2), red clover (3) ............................
Stnd'd. Smooth brome (4), orchard (3), Kentucky
mixture blue (4), meadow fescue (4), perennial
no. 1 rye (3), alsike clover, 2), white clover (3)

Green weight yield in tons per Percent
acre for dates indicated
legumes*
Seasons on
5-9
7-1 8-12 9-22 total 7-1
6.70

4.43

6.56

1.84

19.52

79

6.74

4.91

5.68

1.95

19.28

58

6.85

4.54

6.23

1.63

19.25

84

7.63

4.48

5.29

1.80

19.19

53

7.48

4.60

5.04

r.93

19.05

51

6.24

4.92

5.73

1.66

18.54

73

5.90
4.84

4.72
5.65

5.82
5.60

1.94
2.05

18.38
18.14

71
34

6.43

4.39

4.89

1.56

17.28

36

6.94

4.29

4.47

1.47

17.17

59

4.82

273

2.17

.71

10.42

42

*Percent legumes is lowered conSiderably in some mixtures by the pre ence of annual g r~ e
and weeds which usually di appear largely after the first eason.

Table 2. First-year yields and percent
clover in mixtures of one grass
grown with ladino clover. Each
yield is based on 12 replications in each of 4 harvests
Percent
Green clover
Grass, and pounds weight in the
per acre, seeded
yield mixture
Mixture with ladino clover
in tons
on
number at 4 lbs. per acre per acre 7-1-47
31
8
11
17

Tall oat (16) ........
Orchard (12) ........
Smooth brome (16)
Ree~ canary (5)*..

18.14
12.27
12.92
12.82

34
36
53
74

*In this mixture there were 2 pounds ladino
and 3 pounds al ike.

plots could tolerate significant additions
of red clover without the addition of
another aggressive grass. Experiment D
does not contain an adequate number of
such plots for demonstration, but owing
to the low first year production of reed
canary, mixture 9 (table 1) serves to
illustrate this point. All these comparisons imply that very high production
would have been obtained from a plot of
tall oat (16), ladino clover (4), and red
clover (approximately 3), but such a
combination is not included in the study.
Furthermore, failure to obtain excellent
stands of tall oat (as occurred in experiment A) would give a pasture with a
very high percentage of clover. The use
of another grass with tall oat appears

advisable, and, so far as first-year yields
are concerned, orchard is probably the
best choice. It should also be made clear
that before recommending that the grass
component of a pasture be built around
tall oat, its behavior in these dense
stands must be observed through several more years.
Mixture 22 in experiment A was the
highest yielder over a 4-year period. The
dominant grass in this mixture was tall
fescue. The same mixture in experiment
D contains only a small amount of tall
fescue. In contrast, tall oat is abundant
in mixture 22 of experiment D, but was
sparse in the same mixture in experiment A. The high first-year yields of
mixtures 24, 12, 22, and 31 suggest that
tall oat, if abundant, may replace tall
fescue without loss of yield but with
significant increase in palatability of the
mixture.
Some recent foreign literature reports
favorably on the practice of grazing the
nurse crop periodically during the seedling year. In experiment D six replications (of the 32 mixtures) were grazed
during 1946 while the remaining six
replications matured a crop of barley.
The effect of these two treatments on
1947 forage yield is reported in table 3.
This one experiment suggests that pastures can be satisfactorily established
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under successive grazings of the nurse
crop, but that it is not likely to be as
profitable as maturing a grain crop un'
less a farmer cannot meet his current
pasture feed requirements in other ways.
The first'year results from experiment
D have agreed with and strengthened
the conclusions reached from the much
more extensive data obtained over 4
years from experiment A, supplemented
by data from experiments B and C, also
started in 1943. From these earlier
plantings the higher producing species
have been isolated and interest has now
centered on obtaining these species in
the most compatable and productive
combinations. During the course of
study it has become increasingly evi,

Table 3. Yields from 4 harvest dates
in 1947, of mixtures that were
grazed in 1946, in percent of
the same mixtures that matured a crop of barley in 1946
(from 32 mixtures replicated
6 times)
1947
harvest
Relative
date
yield
5, 9 .......................... .. 122.4
7, 1 .......................... .. 111.3
8,12 ........................... .
99.7
9,22 ........................... .
94.0
Entire season .............. ..
109.8

dent that certain fundamental pl'oblems
are not being adequately investigated.
For example: Young and succulent for'
age has a high protein content, but also

a high water content.' As the plants
mature dry matter -increases but per'
cen'tage protein and other valuable nu'
trients decreases. At what stage in the
development of a pasture plant should
it be graztd so that the yearly yield of
nutrients will be greatest? Do the vari,
ous high producing species which are
recommended for a mixture all reach
this highest production of nutrients at
approximately equal recovery periods
following each grazing, so that they are
logical components of a mixture? The
solution of these problems is fundamen,
tal to the most efficient use of farm
lands devoted to pastures. A vigorous
attack will be launched on these pro'
blems during the next several years.

Milk Borne Diseases
By WAYNE BINNS

T

HERE are a number of human
diseases which maybe transmitted
by the medium of milk. There are also
a few animal diseases which are infec'
tious to man. T o prevent these diseases,
all communities should support a pro'
gram which aims at controlling the
health of animals, the sanitation of
dairies and milk plants, and the health
of dairy employees.
Since milk,borne diseases are for the
most part the result of drinking con'
taminated raw milk, or raw milk from
diseased cows, it is obvious that
the added safeguard of pasteurization
should be superimposed on clean milk
from healthy cows.
The important objectives of a milk,
sanitation program are the control of
the production and processing of milk
to such an extent that epidemics of milk,
borne diseases will not occur in man,
and to improve the keeping qualities of
the milk. The microorganisms which
are responsible for human diseases may
be of two general types: first, those
which are primarily of animal origin;
second, those which are of human
origin, gaining entrance to milk supplies
by passage to the udder of the cow or
by direct contamination of milk and
milking equipment.
Some of the milk,borne diseases occur
in epidemic form while others do not.
The organisms causing epidemics us'
ually are those which undergo some
multiplication in the milk. The organ'
Dr. Wayne Binns is head

0/ Veterinary cience.
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0/ the Department

isms of typhoid fever, paratyphoid fe'
ver, septic sore throat, scarlet fever,
gastroenteritis, and diphtheria are typi,
cal examples. Undulant fever and tuber'
culosis are not often found in epidemic
form.
Typhoid and Paratyphoid Fever

Typhoid fever is the most common
milk,borne disease. Many people re'
main as immune carriers of the organism
after having had the disease. The con'
tamination of water supplies by the dis,
charges from patients sometimes occurs.
Milk often becomes contaminated by
washing the utensils in water containing
the organism or the utensils may be
contaminated by the carrier if he is not
careful in his personal hygiene. Flies
rna y al~o carry the organism to the milk
and milking utensils. In 1938 an epi,
demic of typhoid fever in England was
reported as caused by cows wading in a
stream of water in which untreated
sewage flowed.
Paratyphoid fever is relatively rare
but those epidemics which have oc'
curred were spread by methods similar
to typhoid fever.
Septic Sore Throat and Scarlet Fever

There have been numerous milk,
borne epidemics of these two diseases.
R esearch work has shown that there
probably is not much to distinguish
these two diseases when they occur in
epidemic form. Both are caused by the
same streptococcus organism and during
an epidemic about one' half of the cases
are typically scarlet fever, w bile the
other half are typically sore throat. It is

generally admitted that scarlet fever is
nothing more than s ptic sore throat
plus rash.
As in typhoid fever, the active case
and immune carrier are the chief sources
of the infection. These diseases are
unique, however, because the udder of
the cow may be infected by the carrier
or active case. This organism may pro'
duce typical mastitis. It is difficult to eli,
minate the infected cow from the herd
and usually requires a bacteriological
examination of the milk from each quar,
ter of all cows in the herd. If a bacter,
iological examination reveals the pres'
ence of a streptococcus organism which
produces a marked hemolysis of blood
agar, one should be suspicious of an or'
ganism of human origin. The stepto,
coccus organism that commonly causes
mastitis and is of bovine origin is not as
hemolytic as the streptococcus of human
origin.
Gastroenteritis or Food Poisoning

Acute food'poisoning epidemics have
been traced to milk supplies. The causes
are variable. Generally speaking, there
are three agents which may cause this:
first, and most common, is the toxin of
Staphylococcus aureus; secondly, infec'
tion with Salmonella enteritidis or other
Salmonella microorganisms; third, poi,
soning by the alkaloid, trematol, which
causes trembles in cattle and which is
derived from two plants, the white
snake root and the rag less goldenrod.
The toxin of Staphylococcus aureus
is by far the most common cause of milk,
borne food poisoning. This toxin is pro'
Farm and Home Science

duced in milk and milk products while
standing in containers and may also be
produced in the udder of a cow infected
with the organism. The toxin produces
in man an acute nausea, abdominal pain,
and diarrhea two to three hours after
consuming the contaminated milk.
Many of these epidemics have been
traced to one or two cows in the dairy
herd. Since mastitis in cows caused by
the staphylococci does not spread rapid,
ly through the herd, individual cows
that are infected may go undetected. It
is probable that staphylococcic mastitis
is more prevalent than has been sus'
pected and some surveys have indicated
that such is the case.
Undulant Fever

Numerous cases of undulant fever oc'
cur in the United States every week
which have originated from drinking raw
milk from infected cows. However not
all cases are contracted through drink,
ing raw milk, but some in handling the
aborted fetus of cows and pigs with the
bare hands. The organism localiz,es in
the genital tract and udder of the in'
fected cow. When the animal is heavily
infected and the blood test shows a positive reaction in the 1 :200 dilution she is
likely to give off the organisms in the
milk.
All cows supplying milk to be consumed in its raw state should be blood
tested at least every six months and
found to be free of the disease. Every
consumer of dairy foods is justified in
insisting that this protection be afforded
him.
Tuberculosis

As a result of the continued efforts
of the United States Bureau of Animal
Industry and state agencies, bovine
tuberculosis is becoming eradicated
from the cattle herds of the nation. But
continued vigilance must be practiced
to keep the disease from cattle herds.
Herds will quickly become infected
with this disease if they are not checked
at yearly intervals. The dairy industry
can contribute a great deal to public
health by insisting that all dairy animals
be free of tuberculosis. The human
tubercle bacillus may be discharged into
the milk by tubercular people if they
are allowed to work around dairies.
Miscellaneous Diseases

Diphtheria was at one time
by milk supplies. The milk was
contaminated by an infected
This disease is becoming so rare
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spread
usually
person.
in man

that cases contracted from infected milk
have not been reported for a number of
years.
Cowpox may at times infect the hands
of milkers and may even become general
over the body. Cases of smallpox in
humans have been known to cause the
disease in cows and be transmitted back
to the milkers.

The transmlSSIOn of rabies through
milk is doubtful. Experiments with rab ,
bits have shown that it does not occur.
There is some evidence that infantile
paralysis may be spread through milk ;
therefore, special care should be given
the milk to protect it from contamination during epidemics of the disease in a
community.

DISEASE PROBLEMS IN TOMATO PLANT PRODUCTION
(Continued from page 4)

mosaic and the yellows type. The mosaic type is represented by several sttains
of the common tomato mosaic, and of
combination streak. The yellows type
is represented by curly top and, less cer'
tainly, by spotted wilt. The diseases of
the mosaic type are potentially most
destructive when introduced into a field
of seedlings, and the15efore, are the ones
that should be given the greatest attention.
Growing a commercial crop of toma,
toes in the Moapa Valley provides an
opportunity for the survival of viruses
during the hot summer months and
supplies a source of the virus for the
establishment of overwintering reservoirs on weed hosts. Many weed hosts
of the mosaic viruses are known. There
are probably others that are not known.
The extent to which these hosts grow
in the valley is not yet known. The
species of insects existing in the valley
that are capable of and responsible for
transmitting the viruses from the overwintering hosts to the seedling tomato
fields and the abundance of such insects
are also not definitely known.
Tomato mosaic is caused by the same
virus which causes tobacco mosaic. This
virus is common in processed tobacco
and workers who use tobacco may carry
it on their hands. Such workers are a
menace in tomato seedling fields. They
may be the principle source of mosaic
infection· in seedling tomatoes.
The growing of potatoes in fields ad,
joining seedling tomato fields is likely
to introduce another virus, the latent
virus of potato, which in combination
with the tomato mosaic virus induces a
serious streak disease of the tomato.
This disease is much more destructive
than common mosaic and renders the
tomato plant totally nonproductive.
The yellows group of viruses is not a
serious menace to tomato seedling pro'
duction. The Moapa Valley is situated
in the heart of a large breeding area for
the sugar beet leafhopper and some of

the hoppers that undoubtedly migrate
into the tomato fields before the seed,
lings are pulled may carry the curly,top
virus. However, the plants infected
with the virus before they are harvested
turn yellow and die before they establish
themselves in commercial fields and become single plant casualties and not a
menace to the crop as a whole.
While spotted wilt is observed oc'
casionally in tomato fields in Utah, such
occurrences of the disease are not
thought to have had their origin in the
Moapa Valley. The few serious out,
breaks have been accounted for by local
sources of infection. However, this dis,
ease must not be lost sight of and the
production of tomato plants in fields
near beds of over,wintering ornamen'
tals, which are likely to harbor virulifer'
ous species of thrips, should be consid,
ered a questionable practice, since it is
possible for an infestation of spotted
wilt to become established from that
source.
Recommendations for Control of Tomato
Diseases in Open Field Seedling Production

1. Plant only clean seed. Use certified
seed if possible, but make sure it has
been treated with one of the standard
treatments for the control of seed,
borne diseases. Insist that the seed be
extracted by the fermentation process
or be harvested from canker,free
fields. Then, also insist that the seed
be treated with an effective surface
disinfectant.
Seed that is acceptable should be
obtained from fields free of bacterial
canker, or, if not free, should be ex'
tracted by the fermentation procedure
or treated with acetic acid, alcohol, or
moist heat. Fermentation extraction
requires that crushed or pulped fruit
be fermented for 4 days at a mean
temperature below 70 degrees F. The
acetic acid soak calls for a 0.9 percent
solution if used on freshly extracted
seed, or a 0.6 percent solution, if used
on dried seed, for 24 hours at a mean
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temperature of 70 1<. or below. The
alcohol tr atment all for immer ion
of dry seed in a 30 percent solution
of ethyl (grain) alcohol for 10 minutes. If moist heat is applied the seed
should be soaked in a water bath held
at 12 0 F. (54 0 C.) for one hour. If
bacterial canker is not the problem
and a standard seed treatment is deired, good r ults may be obtained
by using New 1mprov d Ceresan as
a dust at 0.5 percent by weight and
thoroughly agitating the dust and
eed t insure a uniform coverage.
2. Adopt a sound system of soil management and crop rotation. Soil u ed for
s edlin production should be fallowed the summer pr ceding its use
and the rotation and cropping system
honld be of such a nature and of
ufficient duration to prevent the
building up of toxic element and of
pathogenic fungi that will render the
use of the soil unprofitable in years to
come. Plantings hould not be located
near potato fields or large beds of
perennial ornamental. Rotation period should be as 1 n as pos ibl ,
but in no ca e shorter than five year
if the wilt-producing, oil-inhabiting
pathogen are to be held permanently
in check.
., . The production f omm rial market
tomatoes in the M oapa V all y should
be discouraged.
uch r p are a
means of carrying over di a sand
pe ts that the ummer-fallowing practic is intended to eliminate and th y
al 0 s rve to contaminate the following spring crop of seedling .
4. F nce lines and ditch bank hould be
I ared of all plant that are likely to
s rve a hosts of fungi and viru e .
5. W orkers who u e tobacco hould not
be employed in tomato field in any
capacity, un Ie the use of t bacco is
definitely circumscribed and mea ur
employed to clean the hands after
using tobacco and before contact with
e dlings.
6. Clean implement hould be u ed in
tomato fields at all tim
and care
should be taken to make ure that
wat r from an infe ted fi ld i n t
u d to irrigat a growing crop of
eedlings.
Undoubtedly the e recommendations
will be clarified or p rhaps modified, and
th rs formulat dare ult ar obtained
from the plant production re arch proram whi hi to be et up in the valley
in 0 peration with th canning-crop20

producin tate of the We t and Middle We t. Information on mo t of these
matt rs should become more extensive
and the understanding of what constitutes good cultural practice should become more clearly d fined as the reearch program progres es. But, until
that time, the tomato plant r wer cannot be too per i tent in applying the
most ri id sanitary measure and in
using the most refined methods of cultivation and harve ting known at pre ent.
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HOME ECONOMICS •
(Continued from page 2)

lish ba ic planning data (space quipment, utilities) for specific hou ehold
functions, (3) to develop and appraise
hou e lans for elected et of conditions that utilize the ab v inf rmation
to the full t po sible extent for the purpose of (a) making plan available for
public u and (b) arrying on furth r
research.
Field studi s will be made to obtain
inf rmation on rural family living patt rns (activities, storage, ways of u in
h m ) and the oals in hou ing impr vern nt.
The first art of the study i the c mpilation f existing information which
influ nce rural hou ing. Thi include
uch factor as topogra hy climate,
di tribution of populati n, farm, types,
1Z
producti ity, irrigati n, oil, lectric power di tribution (exi ting and
propo ed) , familiar (size and compo i . .
tion) local tructural materials, industrial developments in producti n of
hou es part of house , equi pm nt and
mat rials.
The Bureau of Human Nutrition
and Home Economics is participatin in
the Regional proj ct and will contribut
p r nnel and fund for editing urvey
tudies. Th completion of such a study
will IV to rural famili s fun tional
h use plans, meetin their particular
ne
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NEW HEAD OF HORTICULTURE
DEPARTMENT APPOINTED
Dt,. Samuel W. Edgecombe was appointed head of the Department of Horticulture, December 1. Dr. Edgecombe received
his Ph.D. in horticulture from Iowa State
College in 1936. His undergraduate work
wa taken at the Univer ity of Manitoba. He
has worked on tafI of the Univer ity of
Manitoba and Iowa State College. He come
to Utah State from the W. Atlee Burpee
Company where he wa vice pre ident and
director of research.

MARKETING OF ·POULTRY
( ontinued from page 9)

tatistics published by the Bureau of
A ricultural Economics indicate that
3,300,000 broilers were produced in the
Mountain and Pacific Coa t States in
1936, c mpared with 17,609,000 in
1945. The sal of mature chi ken on
farms in the Western tates amounted
to 29,650,000 bird in 1936 and to 37,'"
654,000 in 1945. This i an increa e of
436 per ent in broiler production and
an increa
f 27 percent in the number
of mature bird sold during this period.
fficials from the Production and Mar . .
keting Admini tration at an Franci co
report that th re i a definite chang in
d mand from small broilers to large fryer and roa ters, al 0 incr a d demand
for all la
of eviserated poultry in
r tail oud ts on the Pacific Coast. Even
, alar e per enta e of the mature
hick n and broil r marketed in the
W tern tat
mb White
L horn.
The W tern tat s al 0 have a subtantial turkey indu try. In fact it is the
lar t turkey producin area in thi
ountry. Data from the Bureau of Agriultural Economic indicate that 6,775 000 turkey were produced in the
Mountain and Pacific
a t tate in
1936 compared with a total of 13,370000 in 1945. Thi is an increa
f 97
p rc nt. A large p rcentage f the e
turk y ar the larg , Broad-br a t d
Br nze vari ty f r whi h th re was so
much d mand by m m er
f the
armed force during World War II.
E en th ugh the producti n of turk y ha dec rea ed som what in all
part of the Unit d tat during the
la t tw
y ar, rec ipt of dre ed
p ultry at the Lo Ang I
and an
Franci c market have in r a ed from
25 41 4 P und in 1936 to 50732766 P und in 1946. Ninety-one perc nt f the total pound of dr ed poultry received at th e two market in the
Pacific
a t wa pr duced and hipped
from th Mountain and Pacific Cat
tat s in 1936,
m ar d with nly 4
p rcent fr m th se same tates in 1946.
Ev n th u h war ho tilitie have end d
th r ceipt
f dre ed poultry at L
An 1 and an Franci co aTe almo t
twic alar e today as th y were ten
y ar a
and the volum
f dre ed
two Pacific
p ultry rec i d at th
a t mark t from the Mountain and
Pacific oa t tat s i 4
rcent Ie .
than it wa ten year ag . Part of thi
increa in the demand for poultry i
Farm and H
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cau ed by population increa e and by
consumer's inability to obtain red meat
at prices which they can afford to pay.
For the past several years there has
been a short supply of spring chickens
in the Western tates. Becau e it is becomin increa in ly difficult for producers in th Middl We t to 11 Hb xpa k d" prin chickens al ng the Atlantic seaboard in comp tition with
• fresh" eastern chickens- even at a cent
or two less per pound, a large part of
the dressed chicken produced in the
Midwest is now being shipped to the
We t Coa t markets or to e iseratin
plant in the territ ry wh r th y ar
produced.
ne of the more recent and startling
developments is the shipment of live
chickens from Arkansas to the Pacific
Coa t. Consumers are paying more for
these live chickens from Arkansas than
they are willing to pay for dressed
chickens produced in Iowa and Kansas.
Poultrymen in the We t rn States
are tudying thi situation and plans are
already being made by them to supply
a much of the West Coast demand as
pos ible. Because of the c mpetition
from the Middl We t and the handicaps already m ntioned for eggs with
which producers on the Pacific Coa t
are confronted, it app ars that it will
be several years before western producer can pr duce uffici nt meat-type
chickens to supply the mark t in the
w stern area.
Large quantities of hatching eggs,
p ult, and Broad-Brea ted Bronze
New York dressed turkeys produced
in the We t rn State are still being
shipped to markets in the east. The
len th of tim this can be continued depend upon su h factors as: (1) the cost
at which turkeys can be produced, (2)
the price of competitive food products
(3) the purchasing pow r of the consum r, and (4) the ability of the producer to merchandi e turkeys in a more
fficient and attractiv mann r. Marketing official in California are predictin
that in less than thr e years the Mountain and Pacific Coast States will be a
deficit turkey producing area.
A new era in the marketin of poultry i b innin. In tead of continuin
to s 11 chickens and turkeys with the
head and feet attach d and th offal still
in the body cavity, most of the chickens
and turkeys in the We tern tates before long will be evis rated and sold
ready-for-use in attractive container
for December 1947

either fresh r in a hard-frozen
ndition. This will make it possible to reduc
freight and storage costs and to alva
and utilize more of the by-products and
even reduce the price of the finished
product to the con umer.
The production and sale of cut-up and
canned chick n and turkeys will also be
increa d· the quality of the m at will
be improved; new grades and better
method of grading will b devised; inpection of all poultry processing plants
will be required· and modern facilities
and improved methods will be ,developed for marketin all sizes and classes
of p ultry.
Even thou h the production of poultry products in the Western states is
still increasing and practically all the
surplus poultry products produced here
are now hipped by truck in tead of by
rail to markets on the Pacific instead f
to market on the Atlantic Coast, the
volume of shell eggs and meat chickens
is still not sufficient to satisfy the demand for these products in the Mountain and Pacific Coast areas. Industrial
expan ion marked incr ase in population, improved transportati n facilities,
and great r onsumption of poultry
products per capita in the Mountain and
Pacific Coast areas durin the war and
po twar years, are largely re ponsible
for the change in the marketing of
p ultry product which hay aIr ady
occurred. Additional changes in the
marketing f all kinds of poultry pr ducts must be made in these area if a
fair share of the consumer' dollar i to
be obtained in the future by the western
producer.
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PRODUCTION PROGRAM
(Continued from page 1)

winter wh at and de reas in wheat on
irrigated land and in oats. Recognizing
the need of forag for livestock, an increa e in forage pr ducti n f r next
y ar is al 0 recomm nd d. Th chan e
recommended in the producti n of intertilled cr ps are primarily an increase
in sugar beets and in truck crop for
proces ing. Increases in numbers of
dairy cow
heep, and chick n were
made, with decrease in numbers of
hor es and beef cattle (tables 2 and 3).
Crop

ince in Utah there are approximately
50 acres of grazing land for each acre
of cropland, the need for livestock feed
ranks hi h a a factor in d termining
the u e of cropland.

Feed Crop

The major livestock feed can be
rouped into three clas es: (1) fora e
produced on range land . '(2) forage,
largely haX-, produced on cropland; and
(3) feed grains. The la t two are
usually produced in such quantiti a
tend to c mplem nt the fir t. Thu the
amount of rang forage availabl tend
t det rmine the amount of the oth r
feeds produced and the acr a e of cropland us d for feed crops.
Range forage: Thi feed i used almost exclusively by beef cattle and
heep. The amount of thi forage is
10 ely relat d to th amount and di '
tribution of precipitation, which during the past s vera I years, has been mor
abundant than normal. The outlook for
the coming months i more favorable
than normal. The av rage annual precipitation for the tate for the period
1920 to 1946 inclusive, was 14.06
inches. Since 1936 however it ha
averaged 15.6 inches and only two
years were below the long,time aver'
age. However, from 1923 to 1935 the
average was only 11.5 inche , and only
3 of the 14 year were above the long'
time avera . The major problem at
pres nt is the uncertainty of future pre,
cipitation. A production program based
on th assumption of a continuation of
the relatively high precipitation of r '
cent years involves con iderable risk.
Hay crops: Alfalfa makes up about
three-fourths of the total hay acreage in
the state and more than three,fourth
of the hay produced. It is recommend d
that for 1948 the acreage of alfalfa
should be 430,000, as compared to
40 ,000 in 1947. For other hays it i
recommended that the acreage remain
entially the same a in 1947. While
the higher than averag hay yields of
1947 will likely provide a t tal upply
of hay that will be relatively ad quate
for the coming year, a larger acreage is
thou ht desirable to in ure an ad quate
future upply.
Feed grains: Chick ns, turkeys, and
hogs are heavy consumers of f ed grains
in Utah. Of the total farm grains fed,
probably about half is wheat, while
barley and oats make up the other half.
Utah is not self'sufficient in roduction
of feed rains. The deficit is lar ely
btain d from outhern Idaho. While it
is not usually f asible to ship hay long
distance, grain can be shipped to ad,
vanta e.
For 194 , 35,000 acres of oats are
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recommended compared to 59,000 for
1945. The recommendation for the
1948 barley acreage is 150,000, com'
pared to 113,000 acres for 1947. The
reason for this increase in barley and
decrease in oats is that under most Utah
conditions barley yields considerably
more feed nutrients per acre than oats.
The a verag 1936-1945 yields were:
oats, 40.7 bushels' barley 43.6 bushels.
This difference means about 791 pounds
more of barley per acre.
Probably most of the spring wheat
produced in Utah is grown as a livestock feed. Most of it is grown on
irrigated lands and competes with other
irrigated crops. While 71,000 acres
were planted in 1947 only 60,000 acres
are recommended for 1948. Barley usually yields more feed nutrients per acre
than wheat. However, most of the re'
duction recommended in wheat acres
probably should be used for more in'
tensive crops.
The recommended increase in corn
acreage from 25,000 in 1947 to 30,000
in 1948 is mainly for areas where corn
will yield more livestock feed nutrients
per acre than any alternative feed.
Feed crops are recommended for two'
thirds of the cropped acreage, and of
this, two-thirds is recommended planted
to hay.
Cash Crops

Winter wheat: Whereas most farm'
ers grow spring or irrigated wheat
largely as a livestock feed, most winter
or dry,land wheat is grown as a cash
crop. (However, much of this may
eventually be fed to livestock.) Most
of the land used for producing winter
wheat has no feasible alternative use
except livestock grazing. The acreage
Qf winter wheat recommended for
planting for harvest in 1948 is 260,000,
which is 12,000 acres more than that
planted for harvest this year. The lim'
itation to the acreage of wheat is the
limit of the land with suitable soil,
slope, and climate, particularly precipi'
tation.
Sugar beets: While the 55,000 acres
of sugar beets recommended for 1948
are above the acreage of any recent
year, they are far below the peak acre'
age grown in the state. Assuming that
the price of beets will be as favorable
as in 1947, the recommended acreage
will undoubtedly be economically de'
sirable.
Potatoes: It is recommended that
17,000 acres of potatoe be planted in
22

Table 1. Crop acreage in Utah for 1947 with recommended acreage for 1948
Use of land

1947

1948

1000

1000
acre
35
150
260
60

acres
Oats, planted ............................................................................... . 59
Barley, planted ............................................................................ ;. 113
Winter wheat, planted ................................................................. . 248
71

~r:f~:~;~:~£~i;l~~: ;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

8

8

7

7

Total grain* .......................................................................... 492
Alfalfa hay .................................................................................... 408
Other tame hay ............................................................................ 48

506
430
55
100
50

~¥aifah~~ed:··h~~~~~t·~d··:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1~6
Red clover seed, harve ted ..........................................................
Adju tment for multiple u e .................. ......................................

1
51

2

52

Total all hay .......................................................................... 561
Corn, all ........................................................................................ 25
Sugar beet .................................................................................... 47
Potatoes ........................................................................................ 14.3
7
Beans, dry ....................................................................................

585
30
55
17
9

Total ......................................................................................
Peas ..............................................................................................
Tomatoes ......................................................................................
Sweet corn ....................................................................................
Other ............................................................................................

III

93.3
10.5
8.3
4.2
.4

10
9
6
.3
25 .3

23.4
5.27

6.30

1.20
20

1.20
20
163.80

Total intertilled crops ........................................................ 143 .17
Total grain and hay ............................................................ 1,060

1,098

Total cropland u ed ............................................................ 1,196.17

1,254 .80

*Total grain doe not include corn

Table 2. Number of livestock in Utah, 1947 with recommended numbers for 1948
Recommended for

1947

Numbers

1000
number
Horses, mule and colts ............................................ 73
Cattle and calve , all .................................................... 555
Milk cows, 2 yr . + ............................................ 117
Other cows, 2 yrs. + .......................................... 157
heep and lamb , all .................................................. 1,646

HensE~ed' ;ull~ts :'.. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i:~i5
Table 3. Livestock production in Utah
1947 with recommendations
for 1948
Production

1947

1948

1000

1000
number
14
10
4,500

number
Sow farrowed, spring ........
12
Sows farrowed, fall ............
8
Chickens rai ed ............... ...4,516
Commercial broilers
produced
...................... 200
Turkey rai ed .................... 1,263
Cattle put on feed ............ 30
Sheep and Jamb on feed .... 128

300
1,500
30
125

1948. This is an increase from the
14,300 planted in 1947 and the 15,500
of 1946, but is less than the acreage of
1943 1944, and 1945. The United
tates Department of Agriculture pro'

Jan.

1,

Jan. 1,

1948

1949

1000
number
70
535
120
154
1,800
1,500
2,900

1000
number
68
520
124
150
2,000
1,600
3,000

duction control program limited the
1947 acreage and may also curtail the
1948 acreage below that recommended .
However, in view of local production
conditions and the favorable market on
the west coast, it appears that the recommended acreage is desirable. How,
ever, some shift from early to late
varieties is recommended for the northern producing areas of the state.
Truck crops for processing: In 1947
approximately 23,500 acres were plant'
ed to truck crops for processing. This
was slightly less than the acreage grown
during the war years, but somewhat
more than the 1935,39 average. For
1948, 25,300 acres are recommended.
The recommendations are for fewer canFarm and Home Science

ning peas and green beans, and for more
tomatoes and sweet corn.
Truck crops for fresh market: The
prewar acreage of these crops was about
4,500. The 1947 acreage was 5,280.
For 194 , 6,300 acres are recommended.
The recommended increase is largely in
cabbage, celery, and onions.
Alfalfa seed: For 1948, it is recommended that 50,000 ac,res of alfalfa be
harvested for seed. This is somewhat
more than the acreage of the war and
prewar years but much below the peak
and is the same as the 1947 acreage.
While the supply of alfalfa seed from
the outhwest is large, there is still a
strong demand for high quality seed,
particularly of new varieties.
Livestock

The association between the total·
number of each kind of live tock and
the kinds and amount of feed available
within the state is close. The amount
of feed producd in the state sets the approximate limit to the number of livetock raised.
Cattle

It is recommended that the number
of all cattle in Utah be reduced from
555,000 as of January 1, 1947, to 520,000 at the close of 1948. The average
number for 1935-39 was only 424,000.
The reduction is recommended because
the present number is considerably
above the long-time average, and it is
thought also above the long-time or
normal feed supply. Should precipitation return to normal, the feed supply
would likely be inadequate at the level
of feeding considered desirable. Further'
more, with high prices for beef this is
a good time to liquidate excess numbers.
Beef cattle: It is recommended that
the entire reduction in all cattle num'
bers be made in beef cattle because
the largest increase has been in beef
cattle and also because a lowered range
forage yield resulting from lowered precipitation would primarily affect cattle
production. There is evidence that reduction in numbers is now under way.
Cattle slaughter is high and includes
more calves heifers, and steers of lighter
weights.
Dairy cattle: The number of milk
cows for January 1, 1948 was recommended at 120,000 and for January 1,
1949, 124,000. This is compared with
117,000 as of January 1, 1947, and 126,000 on January 1, 1945. The recommendation for increasing milk cows is
based on a favorable outlook for dairy
for December 1947

products and the need for an intensive
forage consuming livestock enterprise
on Utah farms.
Sheep

Total sheep numbers should increase
from the 1,646,000 of January 1, 1947,
to 2,000,000 head at the close of 1948.
The 1947 number is the lowest for the
past 20 years. The increase is based on
the belief that some range lands in Utah
now used by cattle are better adapted
to sheep. Over a long,time period the
resources of the state adapted to sheep
production are adequate to carry between 2Y4 and 2Yz million head.
Cattle, Sheep and Lamb Fattening

In general the harvested livestock
feeds in Utah can be used to better advantage for feeding dairy cattle, poultry, and breeding herds and flocks than
in fattening cattle or sheep. However,
some cattle and lambs are fattened every
year. The number fluctuates with price
relationships. However, the trend is
downward. In 1947, an estimated 30"
000 cattle and 125,000 sheep and lambs
were fattened. The same numbers are
suggested for 1948.
Chickens

For the beginning of 1948, 2,900,000
hens and pullets are recommended for
Utah farms. For 1949, 3,000,000 are
recommended. These numbers are above
the 2,870,000 for 1947, but are slightly
below the 1944, 1945, and 1946 num'
bers. Favorable marketing conditions, a
favorable egg-feed price ratio as compared to other commercial egg produc,
ing areas, and the excellent way in
which this enterprise fits into the organization of many farms in Utah led to
the recommendation for increasing
chickens. It is also recommended that
sufficient chickens be raised each year to
replace the death losses and cullings in
the laying flocks. The number recom'
mended for 1948 is 4,500,000, which is
essentially the same as for the two preceding years.
Turkeys

The number of turkeys raised in Utah
increased rapidly from 1935 to 1945. In
the latter year the number exceeded
2,000,000 birds. The number raised this
year is estimated at 1,263,000. Feed
shortages, the risk from high feed
prices, and labor shortages are given as
the reasons for the decline. For 1948,
1,500,000 turkeys are recommended.
This enterprise fits well into the organization of many farms, marketing facil,
ities are established, the production en'

vironment is good, and since turkeys
largel y consume grains which can be
obtained at prices comparable with competitive areas, it is believed that this
increase is justified.
Hogs

In 1947 there were about 14,000
sows which farrowed in the spring and
about 8,000 in the fall. This is about the
average over a number of years. For
194 the recommendation is for an additional 2,000 sows to farrow in both
spring and fall. The intent of this
recommendation is to provide a farm
meat supply for more farm families and
not to increase the production of slaugh,
ter hogs for sale.
An Economic Program for Farmers

The immediate future will be a period
when farmers should take advantage of
relatively high prices and save funds to
improve the farm when materials are
available and when they may be obtained at lower costs. Utah farmers
should proceed in a cautious manner by
planning the farm program on a shorttime basis. It is a time to take advantage
of the relatively favorable price level
for agricultural products without mak,
ing long-time commitments or major
adjustments. The immediate future is
the time to produce, to sell, and to pay
off indebtedness or save the profits for
a period when an adjustment in prices
will be made.

•

NEW PLANT PATHOLOGIST
APPOINTED TO STUDY VIRUS
DISEASES OF STONE FRUITS
The research program on virus diseases of
stone fruits of the Station is to be greatly enlarged during the coming year through a
three-agency cooperative agreement. The
Bureau of Plant Industry Soils and Agricultural Engineering, and Bureau of Entomology
and Plant Quarantine and the Utah Station
will each employ a scientist to work with Dr.
B. L. Richards, Station plant pathologist,
on the causes and control of fruit tree diseases.
The fir t of these scientists, Dr. George W.
Cochran will join the Station staff, January
1. Dr. Cochran did his undergraduate work
in pomology and plant pathology at the University of Kansas. He took his Ph. D. at the
Cornell University in Plant Pathology. He
has worked for two and one-half years at the
Rockefeller Institute with viru diseases of
stone fruits.

•

GRANT FOR STUDY OF ANIMAL
NUTRITION
The Utah Agricultural Experiment Station
has received a ~3,OOO grant from the International Minerals and Chemical Corporation.
This grant-in-aid is to help support studies
relating to the nutrition of range animals
with special attention directed to the role of
phosphorus in animal nutrition under range
and farm conditions.
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THE UTAH AGRICULTURAL EXPERIl\IENT
STATION IN THE SERVICE OF UTAH

A

,

THREE - F LD educati nal approach through teaching, re earch
and extension makes Utah State A gricultural College a vital force in the life
and progress of Utah. In its research
division, Utah Agricultural Experiment
Station, the funds and faci lities of federal, state, and private agencies are
directed and correlated toward the solution of major agricultural problems of
the region. Here problems in their relationship to the agricu ltural economy
of the state are studied by pecialists in
many fields, each bringing his contribution toward the solution of the problem
involved.
All agencies conc rned in research
are realizing that concentration of effort
brings more rapid results with smaller
expenditure of money. Consequently
the United States D epartment of A griculture is concentrating much of its res arch at tate experiment stations. Private companies are giving funds to the
experiment stations to strengthen work
in the fields in which they are interested. Thus the agricultural experiment station, through its increased
facilities, can better serve the agricultural interests of the state.
At present approximately 100 trained
ci nti ts are working on the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station taff to
solve problem peculiar to the agriculture of thi area. This research is in
many field. Work i going forward
on approximately 110 projects at the
present time.
The advantages to Utah agriculture
of cooperative research on a regional
basis will become more apparent as results are obtained from the new reearch provided by the Agriculturai
Research and Marketing Act pas ed by
Congress in Au ust, 1946 and put into
operation a year later. In the western
region emphasis will be given to studies
of the marketing of such products a
livestock, turkeys wool, dairy product ,
apples and peaches. Other cooperative
studies will involve nutritional deficiency surveys, rural hou ing, dairy
farm structures, beef cattle breeding,
dairy cattle breeding, and turkey breeding. The $14,654.56 received by the
Utah tation for 1947-4 will be used to
help support a beef cattle breeding project begun previou lyon a $10,000 gift
from the ears Roebuck Foundation;
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insect control and di ease of celery; the
effect of chemical composition of soils
and plants upon the nutrition of animals
and man· functional requirements of
rural housing in Utah; and the housing
of dairy cattle.
In the research on the marketing of
livestock and of peaches, the Utah Station will direct the work of the other
western states. These projects and also
the two on the improvement of rural
housing and of dairy barns will receive
additional regional funds from the
$146,000 apportioned to the western
region.
The Agricultural Experiment Station
erves as a coordinating agency for the

effective and fficient promotion f the
rese<.trch work. Th outside aid from
federal and private agencies implement
the Station program through financial
assistance and through the assignment
of trained . specialists who spend their
time in the investigation of pressing
problems which threaten the stability
of Utah agriculture.

•

DIET FOR YOUNG FOXES
Information on the building of a balanced
diet for young foxes is available to Utah fox
raisers by request from the Utah Agricultural
Experiment Station.
CORRECTION
In an article entitled "Fluorides offer new
hope for sound teeth," on page 7 of volume
8, no. 3 of this publication, Evanston, Illinois,
should be substituted for Evanston, Wyoming.
So far as is known Evanston, Wyoming, is
not adding sodium Bouride to its water upply.

Staff and collaborators of the Legume Research Station sponsored by the U. S. Department of Agriculture in cooperation with the Utah Station. Left to right, front row seated:
S. J. Snow, control of harmful insects; John W. Carlson, agronomic aspects of seed production; F. E. Todd, honeybee pollination and insect relationships and in charge of station;
C. J. Sorenson, seed insect control. Standing: R. S. Roberts, eed insects and pollination;
Lee Hurst, secretary; W. P. Nye, honeybee pollinator; M. W. Pederson, agronomic phases;
G. E. Bohart, wild bee pollinators; G. F. Knowlton, causes of adult bee losses and extension
entomologist. Ab ent from picture: F. V. Lieberman, control of alfalfa seed insects and
R. J. Evans, alfalfa breeding
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